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RACE

editor’s note

The continuing
saga of strange
times & COVID
What an extremely strange, uncertain, up and down
year we’ve had. From lockdown in spring, to rammed
beaches, unprecedented interest, sales and growth with
SUP to yet another ‘sort of’ lockdown as I write (Sept 23,
2020). With Boris’ latest announcement more
uncertainty looms for everyone. I won’t harp on as the
story is broadcast far and wide. Suffice to say we
should ALL be making the most of getting outdoors
when and however we can. Even if Momma Nature stops
playing ball there’s never been more incentive to leave
the confines of your home and take solace in nature –
all whilst adhering to COVID rules I hasten to add!

On a lighter note this issue of SUPM is brimming with
content to get you in the mood. From those so called
standard SUP articles to more off the wall/unusual we aim
to bring you stories and features from as a wide a breadth
of stand up paddle boarding as you can get. SUP these
days isn’t just about swinging a paddle. For some that may
still be the case whilst for others it’s about flying three foot
out the water (via different power sources).
If you’ve just discovered SUP then welcome! It’s one of the
most diverse and versatile activities you can be involved
with. You may choose any number of routes to follow, or
simply stick with recreational paddling. The choice is yours
and it’s all good. And don’t think that autumn/winter is a
time to Jack it in – far from it! Even fair weather types will
find a window. Coupled with the right gear (a decent
wetsuit for instance) there’s nothing stopping you getting
out for a float.
For now, enjoy the latest issue of SUP Mag UK, stay safe
and however you enjoy your ‘SUP’ we salute you!

Stand up paddle boarding, along with windsurfing, foiling
and music have been mine and my family’s life lines this
year (you can see this within the articles within this very
magazine). Being able to get afloat, get wet and have fun
(along with the good weather) has provided some special
times – the irony. During lockdown, this simple freedom
being taken away was awful. As it was for many others.
And if we want to protect this freedom and still enjoy SUP,
or whatever outdoor activity of choice you subscribe to, we
must all do our bit. Nobody wants another hard national
lockdown… I’ll shut up now.
Nick Kingston: WSUK/SUPM photo contributor and friend.
Thanks for all the good times. Rest in peace brother.

Photo: Oli Lane-Peirce
Tez Plavenieks, October 2020
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
Instagram: @tez_plavenieks
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Not all contributors are professional writers and photographers, so don’t be put
off writing because you have no experience! Next issue is April 2021 with a
deadline of submissions on Feb 20th. Technical Information: Contributions
preferably as a Microsoft Word ﬁle with 800-1200 words, emailed to
tez@supmaguk.co.uk. Images should be hi-resolution and emailed with the Word
ﬁle or if preferred, a Dropbox folder will be created for you. SUP Mag UK
encourages contributions of any nature but reserves the right to edit to the space
available. Opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the
publishing parent company, 2b Graphic Design. The publishing of an
advertisement in SUP Mag UK does not necessarily mean that the parent
company, 2b Graphic Design, endorse the company, item or service advertised.
All material in SUP Mag UK is strictly copyright and all rights are reserved.
Reproduction without prior permission from the editor is forbidden.

Cover photo: Cal Major by James Appleton
Thanks to: Michelle Ellison, Sebastian Schoeffel, Nick Kingston, James Jagger, RNLI, Ian Woodland, Phil May,
SUPjunkie, John Matthews, Steve Rutt, Sonya Brotherton, Francis Twizell, British Canoeing, Matthew Killgallon,
Andre Le Geyt, AALVAA Media, Lisa Boore, David Mattingley, Davide Sartoni, Tony Bain, James Appleton, Geoff
Mather, Jade Rogers Photography, Tom Clare and Del Read. 2020 has been extremely tough for many, that much is
true. Yet stand up paddle boarding, for many reasons, has seen a big uptick in popularity. There have been tons of
new paddlers coming into the fold and hearing the call. As a magazine we've had plenty of wonderful people
contribute and get involved as a result. One of SUPM’s aims is to impart knowledge and help those who want to
progress push on. Throughout the last few months we've published articles that’ll hopefully inspire and deliver the
aspiration of what can be done within SUP - there's plenty! All our contributors – from those who scribe, to those
who click camera shutters; those who help with getting test equipment to us and those who just lend a listening ear
– deserve a massive round of applause. We couldn't do it without you so big up! At SUPM we appreciate all your
efforts greatly. Here’s to 2021 and hopes of things settling down and becoming much simpler. Cheers!

To subscribe in print go to:
https://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/
subscribe/
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Emma Love #ShePaddles Ambassador Photo: Tom Clare
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It all started in ancient Egypt, 6,000 years ago,
with Horus walking on water in the netherworld.
After Horus, we have a whole parade of Gods:
Persian Mithra, Etruscan Usil, even half-God,
Orion, son of Poseidon who were able to perform
this miracle. Then we have Jesus, and ninjas with
their device called ‘mizugumo’.
In modern times we didn't create any new Gods.
Instead, magicians completely took over this idea.
I believe this surreal display of Gods and
magicians may be the explanation to why we
don't have walk-on-water devices. But sometimes
all you need is a bit of time, with the very unusual
year of 2020 being very helpful for Floatski, in its
own way.
The device was deeply redesigned, based now on
a three-dimensional structure made from carbon
fibre, which replaced the traditional balsa wood
stringer. The difference is not visible for users' eyes,
but they will definitely appreciate the lighter, and
faster final product.
Is Floatski really going to bring masses to water
sport clubs? Well, we have three different sizes;
kids (probably a No.1 hit in the future), females and
males XL. It’s extremely easy to use, with most
users needing just a single 30-minute session to
feel comfortable and ready. And overall, Floatski
provides a slightly eccentric workout, and looks
great on pictures (this is what we call Instagram
friendly). The next generation of running on water
is already on its way!
The main mechanism has already been tested and
it won’t be long until we take it from a working
concept to a ready-to-use product! I don't want to
irritate anyone here with this statement, but all the
sports available on the market, based on paddling:
e.g kayaking, canoeing, SUP, rowing - we love them
(and have loved them since the ancient times of
10,000 BC), but there is definitely room for a
completely new product.

For business enquiries please visit:

www.floatski.com

“

SUPport: verb – to give encouragement to someone because you want him or
her to succeed

By Sarah Thornely (Supjunkie)
Others are complete singletons and train and paddle
alone (I used to be one of those too!) In the words of
Claire White, “I have to motivate myself daily, and
sometimes it’s hard always to feel motivated to get
out on the water, or if you are having a bad mental
health day, to force yourself out when you know it will
help you!” One thing that was clear though was that
when these paddlers got to an event, be it racing or
otherwise, our lovely SUP community fully supported
them! From Jade Rogers, “That’s why it’s awesome that
the paddling community is so friendly and welcoming
– showing up to the first season of events alone and
knowing no-one was a bit daunting. Glad I did it tho.”

Clubs
So, who else apart from family? For me, it’s been my
club, the very club I have paddled with since I started.
They taught me to paddle; they advised me what kit to
buy, they provide me with some of the best adventure
paddling and fun trips,, encouraged me to keep going
through the winter, supported me when I was the only
one racing and are just generally a fantastic bunch of
people! So, I do have to mention them don’t I – thank
you Brian Johncey and The Real Blue
Chip SUPer Club!

Having recently verbalised the support I have from my
husband Antony whilst trying to juggle four Instagram
accounts, two Facebook, my work for GBSUP and
UKN1SCO, running Supjunkie, sharing news for the SUP
community, trying to get on the water as much as
possible AND spend time with my family, it made me
wonder how other paddleboarders managed. We all have
different lives, challenges, families or not – it’s a big ask to
be able to get out there to train or just paddle socially.
Naturally, husbands, wives and partners were high on
the list of supporters, and the shout outs for them were
enormous. We all love different sports, and you may not
be lucky enough for your significant other to enjoy SUP
as much as you do so being considerate of each other is
paramount. Antony loves road cycling (I know, I know –
lycra-clad nonsense!) and we CAN generally manage to
be independent in our activities, I grab the van and
shoot off to the coast whilst he cycles locally or comes
with me and cycles home. I have grown-up children, am
retired (well I thought I was!), so we manage pretty well
and count ourselves as incredibly lucky.

Families
I genuinely admire other families who have small
children and full-time jobs. I guess that’s where early
starts and excellent time management comes in. I have
often seen SUPM editor Tez at the coast in the early
hours testing kit – he doesn’t hang around – gets the job
done and then back home to his young family and work.
Some couples paddle together literally! Allistair
Swinsco and Alison Rennie paddleboard a tandem SUP
– now that is one smart way to keep paddling and
adventuring together! Great teamwork!
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There are some fantastic clubs around the country so
let’s give a mention to the ones whose names
continually cropped up! Northern SUP Race Team,
Central SUP and Team SUP featuring one of the best
supporters of her team in the country, Cassie Salter – if
you haven’t seen Cassie on the start and finish line of a
race then you need too – verbal and musical instrument
support and huge hugs all round! Check out the GBSUP
National Series website for your local club.

Friends
We all have them, and sometimes they paddle or don’t
– sometimes you can encourage them to join you and
sometimes not! Rest assured you will make new ones
at your club or events across the country and being
like-minded and fond of the water; they will last a
lifetime! I have two distinct sets of friends – those who
do and those who don’t, and it doesn’t make them any
less of a friend, just different.
I have met some incredible friends through SUP, and
they too have given me a tremendous amount of
support for which I am incredibly grateful. Two ‘old
guards’ of SUP, Martin Barlow and Karl Hobbs are great
buddies and have tremendous mutual respect. Karl,
“But it would be very bad if I didn’t mention my fellow
‘coffin dodger’ Martin who I have raced, trained,
travelled and at times been led astray by.” And from
Martin, “Of course the support, team spirit and humour
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offered by Karl helps motivate and encourage me to
complete long-distance events. My times on the
podium with Karl are evidence of this support.” If ever
you have seen these guys paddle together, you will
know what they are talking about!

Online
This year we have all experienced different times, and the
online and worldwide community has been much more
relevant. Training online, support from great coaches,
watching inspiring webinars from those ‘who know’ has I
guess supported us all in one way or another. I’m hoping
that this doesn’t stop because if and when we are ever
‘back to normal’ there is nothing more inspiring on a grey
day when you are stuck indoors to watch others on the
water doing their thing, be they Kai Lenny or Ben
Pye! There’s some great stuff out there.

9
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Volunteers

”

Last but not least, all the volunteers around the
country who support every association, event,
challenge, race and club and all those that positively
promote the wonderful sport of SUP. Thank you for
being awesome 😊
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PADDLER
The International magazine for recreational paddlers
Issue 55 Late Summer 2020
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Mortality
By Darren Clarkson-King
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Generation Sea: Plastic Protest
Clear access, clear waters
New Paddles Up website
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Building stronger watersport communities
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH BRITISH CANOEING

R
THE LEGEND
INSPIRED BY CLASSIC NORDIC SPEED BOATS,
THE YSTER SUP 14'x 23" LEGEND IS A CARBON
HYBRID WITH GENUINE FSC CERTIFIED WOOD VENEER.
CO-DESIGNED WITH THE SWEDISH SUP CHAMPION
MAYA PERSSON, THE LEGEND IS THE PERFECT BOARD
FOR TOURING AND RACING IN ALL-WATER CONDITIONS.

MALMÖ, SWEDEN | YSTERSUP.COM | INFO@YSTERSUP.COM | @YSTERSUP

A natter with…
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ANNI

RIDSDILL
SMITH
By Samantha Rutt
Barefoot SUP and Fitness
Photos: Geoff Mather,
Jade Rogers Photography
and SUPjunkie

It’s August 22nd, 2015; we have just arrived at a very busy Queen Mother Reservoir
in Hornton, the excitement in the air is positively electric with the buzz of
paddleboarders rushing around, stalls being set up and people greeting each other
with huge hugs and big smiles.

Today will be written in history and will be the site for a world record attempt, 264 SUP enthusiasts all
coming together on the water to become the largest parade of paddleboards ever recorded. However,
for me, today will be written in history for a different reason because it’s the day I become aware of the
most incredible human, who I am so fortunate to call my friend (she needs no introduction to the SUP
community) Anni Ridsdill Smith of Frangipani SUP.
Anyone that knows SUP knows you… you’re
embedded in UK SUP History but how did you
first become involved in SUP and how many
years have you now been a paddleboarding?
Thank you for your kind words, Sam, they mean a
lot to me. Eight years ago, Drew Wood of AV SUP on
the River Hamble pestered me to, “Try this new
sport.” Nah. Then on the last day of a family
holiday in Lanzarote, as I was settling down on my
sunbed by the pool, my beloved husband Mike
said, “Right, I’ve booked the boys and us a
paddleboard lesson.” Groan. But, wow, we had such
fun, it was just brilliant. Our Instructor Christian
Diaz of SUP Lanzarote was lovely, and I still
remember that day. As soon as we got home, we
sourced boards through Drew and that was that.
No looking back!
You were the first person I turned to when I
wanted to know more about SUP Racing…who
did you turn to when the sport was in its
infancy and what was the equipment like then?
At first, I was clueless. All I knew was that I wanted to
race. I just used the kit I had and went as fast as I
could. Scotty Warren helped and encouraged me
when I met him at an event at Rye Water in 2013
(and he is still doing so), and he told me to buy Steve
West’s book ‘Stand Up Paddle, A Paddler’s Guide.’

13
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I did, and I still refer to it, plus I listen intently to
everything Steve says, and I race on awesome
Mistral boards designed by him. He talks total sense
and explains things, in a way that I understand, such
as, “Gravity is free, use it in your stroke.” Ryan
James encouraged me on the racecourse during my
first ever race, and I have since attended several of
his race clinics, where he taught me about the
building blocks of SUP race training.
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launched my sister off the shore on my SUP
board, realising to my horror that I did not
know how to teach her to turn around, or
rescue! She survived! I decided that if I was
going to help people, I had better do it
properly. So, I got qualified via the British
Stand Up Paddle Association (BSUPA) and
have taught many hundreds of ‘sisters’ since.

You train hard over winter with great
race results, and you are also a host for
one of the EASI Race Series events but
how do you keep motivated to train all
year round?
I find motivation by having structured
training plans and clear goals, so I train with
Larry Cain of Paddle Monster, using the app
on my phone to plan my training week and
to know day by day what I have to
accomplish. Winter is ‘my’ time (when I am
not teaching others), and I train consistently
right into the busy Frangipani SUP School
season. Then I hit a wall. I cannot find the
headspace or energy to do both, so training
starts to fall away. I hate when this happens,
but I can only do so much.

You’re an inspiration to many
paddleboarders? Who do you get your
inspiration from both at the start and now?
I get my inspiration from them, from all the
people I teach. Earlier this summer I was
hanging out the washing when the
Frangipani SUP phone pinged. It was a lovely
lady called Jess, who wanted to learn to SUP;
she wanted a new hobby. Here is her story:

I also feel motivated to
welcome and encourage
other women onto the race
scene. However, it can
get a little
demoralising when
they then beat me!

“My name is Jess, and I am a detective in
the Met Police. I work full time and
commute to London from Essex. My
husband is also in the Met Police. We have
two beautiful kids, one who is seven and one
who is four. Our seven-year-old is severely
autistic with several disabilities; he has
difficulty sleeping and so can be up
during the night in a distressed state. He
needs routine every step of the way in his
day, he finds it challenging to adapt to
change, so our day-to-day routine is very
much the same, very mundane. If we keep it
the same, then he’s happier.
I needed to find a hobby to help me
manage the stress and anxiety of being a
full-time working mum, so decided to have
a go at stand-up paddling. I wanted
something which would enable me to
switch off and where I could meet people
who would chat to me for who and not for
what I am, i.e. mum with a disabled child.
SUP has provided me with a massive
escape, getting out there and finding
something to enjoy. It’s changed my life;
health-wise I feel better, more motivated,
more recharged and once home being able
to provide a better quality of life for my son.
I always felt locked inside, and now I’m
outdoors!

That was until I
redefined what
‘winning’ meant to me,
which I did a couple of
years ago. It’s not just
about podiums (though I
want them), it’s about
behaviours – trying to be the
best sportsperson I can be,
encouraging other competitors,
finding genuine joy in my performance
and their success – and enjoying my
training.

After lessons with Frangipani SUP, I spoke to
Rory down at Mistral Hayling Island, and he
was terrific. He took all my details, and he
thought carefully about what board would
suit me. My new SUP board feels safe, it’s so
comfortable, and it’s made me feel
confident. And I love SUP; it has changed
my life!”

You run a very successful SUP Company
(Frangipani) what and when did you
decide to transfer your love of SUP to
your business?
Right at the start. We live on the tidal River
Chelmer, part of the beautiful Blackwater
Estuary in Essex, with water all around us.
People kept bugging me to teach them. I
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Jess and family

You have achieved so much both as a
racer and an ambassador, tell us a bit
about your achievements and who are
the people that are lucky to have you
represent them?
I love the camaraderie of racing, it makes
me feel a million dollars, and I love being
part of GBSUP family, such an enthusiastic,
‘can do’ tribe. I am enormously proud of
my association with Mistral, both as a racer
and as a professional SUP school. And the
work I do with Simon Bassett and Andy
Gratwick at BSUPA, as a trainer and now
director, teaching others to SUP and
helping new Instructors on their journey, is
all extremely rewarding. It is me who is the
lucky one. Thank you to everyone who has
and continues to believe in me. Thank you,
Sam, for the interview.
Tell us one interesting, none SUP
related fact that we might not know
about you?
I am a Trustee of the Essex and Herts Air
Ambulance Trust, with two helicopters and
the most fantastic team on the planet!

Quick fire round:
Inland or ocean paddling?
Inland – I get dreadful seasickness.
Technical or long distance racing?
Technical
Teaching or racing?
Both, sorry, is that allowed?!
Morning or evening training?
Morning
Post training guilty pleasure?
Cake!
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Dale

Darren

Words: Dale Mears Pics: Dale Mears & Darren Farrar

Instagram and paddlers accounts meant
I was finding and curating some awesome
inspirational stuff and sharing it with no
one! Well, the few early followers.

Why Instagram and why did I set up
the page. That was simple:
1. To showcase UK SUP
2. To show real paddlers, not the bikiniclad models I was seeing
3. To network with other SUP paddlers

Gradually the hashtag grew, and so did
the follower numbers and with help from
several early taggers! @Ssamrogerss,
@Kris_roach87, @Fitforadventure_ and
some dodgy bloke called
@Darrens_visuals to name a few!

Having moved from the kayaking world to
SUP, I knew little about the sport so in
2017 having paddled for a while I finally
decided to take SUP seriously and get into
the sport. When I say seriously, I mean to
learn and progress, not become anything
special. I wanted to enjoy SUP and have a
good time, yet be knowledgeable about
the sport. I’ve always found you get better
at something by getting to know others
and having positive influences. So I hit
create account and posted a photo with a
logo and @STANDUPPADDLEUK was born.

As the page grew, we ran some paddler
features with some stories of their
favourite destinations, which started
some dialogue with myself and a few
paddlers and the page grew.
By the time the page his a couple of 1,000
followers, it became too difficult to run
alone which maintaining a full-time job as
a teacher so took to finding some admin
to help me keep the page running.

In the early days, I was going solo; I
decided to start a daily feature to show
others what people were doing and where
they were doing it. The first year was a
slog and challenging to maintain as the
hashtag #standuppaddleuk did not have
much use. Hours spent trawling

19
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Gaining Darren
After some deliberation, Darren joined the
team. I knew Darren a bit as we had been
talking about GoPro for a while as regular
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GoPro award winners and I knew he had
an eye for a good photo, so that was that.
Taking Darren on was a great decision and
together from that day on we’ve run the
page as a team of both bringing different
ideas to move it forward.

So who are we?
I (Dale) am a former white water kayaker
and Design and Technology teacher from
Nottingham. This background means I
have a pretty good understanding and
experience with all things kit wise, having
worked with many paddlesports magazines
over the last ten years I've been involved in
reviewing gear and events. I was also part
of Wavesport Kayaks Team Europe.
Darren, in the real world, is a contracts
manager as a former PT and more of a
footballer, injuries led him to this point.
He’s been paddleboarding about 4-5 years
after a lake session had him hooked.
Being involved in and around the
community has made him learn a great
deal about the industry, how
boards/equipment are made and

We don’t claim to know
everything and indeed don’t,
but we have built up a
network of trust and have
many people we can go to for
advice before we offer it
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importantly becoming a half-decent paddler himself. Darren says
this has helped him to contribute to the community with reviews,
hacks and how-to videos. Darren has been working with brands for
several years now and been a paddlesport magazine contributor for
a couple of years.
We now work with several brands and paddlers where we can to help
promote the sport. From advising brands, testing products, offering
brands a platform for Q&A without bias and in a non-judgemental
forum, we believe we offer something for everyone. We take frequent
questions and offer advice to many. We don’t claim to know
everything and indeed don’t, but we have built up a network of trust
and have many people we can go to for advice before we offer it. We
also don’t claim to be the best SUP paddlers, but what we are is
passionate and still meet the core objectives I set initially!
We've even managed to run a couple of meets. We aim to run more of
these and had grand plans for gatherings until we were sadly held
back my Covid-19. This has put a slight halt on a few projects until
all is safe to launch some big multi-discipline meets for all types of
SUP, from touring, white water, yoga and even some SUP pup action.
Our page has evolved, and our offering is ever-changing to keep up
with what people have asked us for. We have now also set up a
Facebook page something we have waited all this time to get it right
and decide what we want that page to look like and be about.
We run the page voluntarily, we take no money and put a lot of work
into bringing the content we do and want to keep growing this. We
are paddlers, we enjoy paddling, and this page does not belong to us
but belongs to the community!
Better still Darren and I still love seeing all your tagged photos and
the buzz we get from finding your epic shots and seeing how the
community react! We’ve been inspired ourselves by so many epic
shots, location and adventures and have you to thank!
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The beauty, majesty and power of

THE RIVER

SEVERN
Words: Cal Major
Pics: James Appleton
It’s hard to believe that the UK’s longest river begins as a single post and a trickle of water
in the Welsh Hills. From this trickle, however, the River Severn’s beauty, majesty and
power very quickly becomes apparent. Steep, fast-flowing waterfalls carving through the
Hafren Forest, alive with wildflowers, pine trees and insects.
The seven-mile round trip hiking up to the source and back was the start of what was to become an unexpectedly
deep love for this river, an environment I had never previously felt much affinity towards.
I’m an ocean lover through and through – there’s no pill as potent as jumping into the sea, whether on a surfboard, a
SUP, or my swimsuit.
I’m also a passionate ocean activist, driven by my love for this special place and what it means for my mental health.
My campaigns have taken me to some great ocean environments from the Maldives to the Isle of Skye, each one
teaching me more about nature and myself.
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Following a journey
I had never really spent much time in or
around rivers but was aware of their
importance in the context of marine litter.
Plastic on our beaches isn’t just stuff that’s
thrown away in that coastal environment. A
great deal of it originates inland where, if
improperly disposed of, it can find its way
into our rivers and out to sea. I wanted to
follow this journey on the River Severn,
which at 354km, flows through Powys,
Shropshire, Worcestershire and
Gloucestershire before emptying into the
Bristol Channel.
Having seen just a glimpse of the beauty
that was to come in the Hafren Forest, I was
grinning with excitement to get onto the
water as I drove to Crew Green on the
Welsh/English border, the first navigable
point on a SUP. And I wasn't disappointed.
My first 20km that evening in the setting
sun was glorious, stopping along the way to
pull plastic sheeting out of the trees lining
the river. Most of the sheeting was plastic,
used to wrap bales of hay and silage.
The second day of paddling was even more
beautiful, and it’s then I began to
appreciate how special this river is. She
changed every few miles, from winding
oxbows, narrow and faster flowing, to broad
long straight sections, sided by enormous
trees. The pace of life slowed down as I
became increasingly aware of the sound of
the wind in the trees, or the chorus of birds
settling into them for the night. I felt like I
was in a nature documentary, miles from
civilisation!
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The river continued to wind its way
towards the sea, and I was soon in the
town of Shrewsbury. Instantly I felt my
smile falter. I became conscious of
onlookers and aware that I was no longer
alone with nature but enclosed by tall
walls protecting the town and our
meaningful lives from this body of water.
No more kingfishers or herons, but plenty
of plastic bottles as I paddled through the
canalised river. Shrewsbury is beautiful,
and it was a pleasure to see from the
water. However, it felt very different from
the previous couple of days.

I also began to see an extraordinary bird –
the Kingfisher. I’ve never seen one in the
flesh before, and almost fell off my board
the first time I did! Tiny and so fast,
darting across the river in front of me, a
flash of metallic blue preceded by a high
pitched shriek. I also paddled past herons,
buzzards watching over the river from their
treetops, and several species of ducks. I
was in awe of this place, in love with the
amount of wildlife I was amongst, and the
energy that the flowing water and
ecosystem exuded. This wasn't just a
connection to the ocean, but an important
and beautiful place in its own right, home
to so many animals and capable of
inspiring awe and wonder. I paddled 46km
that day, mostly with a smile on my face.
25
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https://www.calmajor.com
/river-severn

Kingfishers

the area. Ironbridge was once the heart of the
industrial revolution, and photographs from then
depict a dirty, polluted, heavily damaged river. Our
devastation of nature has been tempered, and it was
reassuring to see just how well nature had been able
to regenerate here as I paddled past beautiful forests
and through fun rapids and fast flowing sections. I
was also thrilled to hear that these paddlers found
similar solace here as I was experiencing.
As I approached Stourport, I was hit by the first
sense that something was wrong. An enormous
boat with just a handful of passengers on chugging
up and down the river on a sightseeing tour, clouds
of smoke left in its wake; massive yachts and speed
boats buzzing up and down the river; loud, noisy,
polluting. And no birds to be seen.

Several locks
The banks of the river were increasingly concreted,
taming her and stopping the naturally ever-changing
banks. Then the first of several locks on the river,
constructed for ease of boat passage up and down
this once wild place. Enormous concrete structures
and gates impeded the water’s flow, and the feeling
was no longer of a complete and precious ecosystem
but a boat motorway, a resource for us to extract
from and use and take. It feels like a challenging
thing to write about because I don’t wish to shame
anybody’s individual choices, and am grateful that
there are ways for all of us to enjoy the water.
This is by no means an attack on the individuals or
groups using the river in this way, more an
observation of how disconnected we are from the
value of a river, or any other ecosystem for that
matter, as something more than just an
economically or hedonistically useful place. I came
into this journey to look at how plastic enters the
ocean where it can cause harm, and yet I’d
overlooked how vital our rivers are in their own
right. I’d been touched by the utter beauty, peace
and wildness upstream; I felt real grief for where all
of this was destroyed at our hands.

Biodiversity loss
This isn’t just crucial from an enjoyment point of
view either. We’ve all heard about the crises facing
our planet – climate change, pollution and
particularly recently with the David Attenborough
Extinction programme, biodiversity loss. Wildlife and
wild places are not just crucial because they are
pretty or pleasant to be around; they are the linchpin
of our survival on this planet. The loss of wild plants
and animals is not just tragic but creates a world
which is incredibly vulnerable to rising temperatures
and increasingly uninhabitable by those left on it.
So what can we do about this? How do we protect
wild places and ensure that these critical
ecosystems are left intact for wildlife to thrive?
We need a mass reconnection to our natural world and
what it means to be a part of it. Before this trip, I never
had my connection to rivers. Just a few days into
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thick mud, which felt surprisingly lovely on
my bare feet, being hosed down by these
guys felt like a fitting end to what had been
an unexpectedly eye-opening trip. 260km
of paddling over seven days, more than my
bodyweight of litter picked up out of the
river, including heaps of baby wipes and
menstrual products stuck in trees along the
banks after being flushed down the loo. I
came here to explore plastic but left with a
fire in my belly to help other people to
realise just how perfect, and worthy of
protection, our rivers are.

being on this river and already I became
aware and outraged at the damage we are
causing it. I firmly believe that a personal
connection to our wild places is the only way
we can expect people to care about them.
Whether or not you’re spiritual, you think
there are more significant forces at work, or
even if it’s a recognition that being
somewhere wild makes you feel amazing,
improves your mental health and tops up your
nature batteries, we need to address the
disconnect in our society. Hence, protecting
nature is fundamentally more embedded in
our values and at the forefront of our thinking.

Crucial ecosystems

Because without wild places we won't have a
planet to live on, and I feel it wouldn’t be a
planet worth living on.

https://www.facebook.com/CalMajor
Ocean/videos/2427774624186086

Just 1% of rivers in Europe are still freeflowing. The rest have been dammed,
canalised, and devastatingly altered. We
need rivers. We need them untouched to act
as the crucial ecosystems they genuinely
are. Great organisations doing this are Save
Our Rivers and the Rivers Trust - please
support their work and learn from their
passion and expertise.

My journey finished with a couple of days
paddling down the tidal section of the
Severn, from Gloucester to Sharpness. It was
so incredible to be back onto moving water
beyond the city, with its shifting sandbanks
and deep, unforgiving mud. It felt like an
adventure once more - I was mesmerised by
the different paths the river took to varying
states of the tide, and upon approaching
Sharpness enjoyed the standing waves and
mini whirlpools caused by such massive
amounts of water flooding in and out of the
channel. This place felt alive again.

I want to thank the Midcounties Cooperative for supporting this trip - I work
with the Midcounties Co-op on their
1Change campaign, tackling single-use
plastic at source. My daily blogs from the
trip and the film we made about it are
available at www.calmajor.com/river-severn

Having found a small freezer floating in the
water, dragging it onto my board along with
all the plastic I had seen that day, I was
helped out at Sharpness by the Severn Area
Rescue Association. After wading through
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Classic

Vacuum Insulated
Designed to last a lifetime, these minimalist
bottles have kept people hydrated and happy
for years. Our vacuum insulated Classic is the
solution for both cold and hot beverages on
the go. This iconic bottle is proof that
reusables never go out of style.
#BringYourOwn
www.kleankanteen.co.uk
As used by Klean Kanteen
ambassador, Cal Major.

©James Appleton

Whether you’re new to stand up
paddleboarding or you’ve been
doing it for years, it’s always
great to link up with other
female paddlers. British
Canoeing’s #ShePaddles
community is all about
creating a thriving female
community that inspires
individuals to pursue a passion
for all forms of paddling; for
health, enjoyment, friendship,
challenge and achievement.
Each year our #ShePaddles project is
spearheaded by ten inspirational female
ambassadors covering the length and
breadth of paddlesport, including stand up
paddleboarding. In this extended issue of
SUPM UK, we would like you to hear the
stories from two of our ambassadors that
have been tackling the rapids on their SUPs.

Emma Love. Photo: Tom Clare

life deeply, laughs out loud, always has
your back and doesn’t give a damn about
what others think.

Emma Love. Photo: Del Read

I float, staring at the blue sky.
Scuttering clouds.
Lockdown! How do we respond as
ambassadors? The word that looms large
for me is again, community. Our
discussions continue as paddling is halted,
but now we meet online. I go to the
women’s paddling community, where the
conversations are wide-ranging and across
the paddling disciplines; who uses period
cups when out on the water? Menopause
and its impacts. Celebration. A seal
photographed perched on the end of a
kayak. How much food do you need to eat
and when? Spotting puffins. Can anyone
find a drysuit that fits? The holy grail, a BA
for those with boobs. Does such an item
exist? Who designs these things? Nothing
is off-limits, and discussion is thoughtful,
informative, positive, supportive and fun.

Emma Love
#ShePaddles Ambassador
WW SUP Coach & Mentor
When I think of rivers, lakes and the
forever expanse of the sea I think of the
history and the forgotten stories
interwoven within these waterscapes. Of
adventure, heroism, romance, laughter
and community.
On the 29th April 2020 at 12.26 pm, I
received an email, I had been chosen to
be a #ShePaddles Ambassador. My jaw
dropped in amazement; my application
had been so last minute! My good
paddling friend Beth had encouraged me
to apply. “You’d be great,” she said.

The cold is ice sharp, I go under, and I
feel alive.
WW SUP photos shared are not of bikiniclad women, pert bottom centre stage,
created for the male gaze. We are tough,
courageous, adventurous, dressed for all
weathers, clad in padding, chasing our
dreams within the unforgiving dark
waters that swirl and beckon.

“But I don’t have enough experience! What
would I have to offer? Who would be
inspired by my story? I am not a good
enough paddler! There are many more
amazing women out there than me…” You
get the drift.
Speckles of light flickering and dancing
across the ripples, blown by the wind.

We return to the water, and the spirits
welcome us back with open arms.

And then I thought about my story. In my
mid-40s, I discovered SUP, and within a few
months of being on the flat, I was trying to
SUP on white water. It’s now five years
later, and I am still playing. Some days are
more successful than others, highs and
lows, adrenaline rushes, building and
breaking down skills. And so much
laughter. I sent the application.

The WW SUP community grows and its
women who are leading! We are a
discipline that has more qualified female
coaches than male. And more are coming!
Women are shaping and moulding the
future by being here and now and active.
What’s it like to be a #ShePaddles
Ambassador? It’s one of pride! About
sharing your journey and inspiring others
to follow, no, scrap that! It’s about
inspiring others to create their journey,
celebrate and laugh so very hard.

Water feeds the soul, uplifts our spirits,
washes away the grind of our day to
day lives.
When I think about WW SUP, I think
community. WW SUP is the bad boy; no
let’s change that phrase, it’s the bad ‘girl’
on the block. It’s the rebellious sister, the
maverick, the raucous woman who drinks
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SUP, then Emma working with Beth Kirby
will be delivering Women’s Intro to WW
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A thriving female community
Recently I was part of a WW SUP coach
training based down in Wales on the River
Dee. This course brought together seven
WW SUP paddlers from a range of different
areas, which was beneficial to learn from
and paddle with other WW SUPers. It
allowed us to share tips and play around
with our technique.
#ShePaddles aim to encourage more
women into paddle sport and also provide a
supportive community to help keep women
wanting to continue paddling. Work is also
being done in Scotland as part of the
female equality group that was set up
earlier this year.

Jessica Philip
#ShePaddles Ambassador for the
Scottish Canoe Association

Being a #ShePaddles Ambassador this year
feels quite odd. All I want to do is meet as
many people as possible and get out
paddling with them, sadly the Covid
outbreak made that harder but being able to
meet online has been a significant benefit.
Using Facebook groups, such as the Scottish
women’s paddling community and the
women’s paddling community for the UK, it
has been amazing to see the rapid increase
in members and engagement within these
groups over the last few months.

When first learning about river SUP, I
thought, “That sounds ridiculous!” Then a
friend took me on a trip to the River Avon
(A’nn) after I still thought it was ridiculous
but so much fun, so my interest grew from
there. Coming from a white water kayak
background SUPing on rivers appealed to
me most as a way of adding a new element
of challenge to lower graded rivers.
At first, it felt like there wasn’t a white water
SUP community or even many paddlers out
there. Still, the more I got out and paddled
with people and joined groups online I
realised that although small, WW SUP is a
passionate and friendly community to be
part of. There is also a lot of interest in the
sport which is exciting to see.

As restrictions in the UK lifted, it has been
great to get out on some incredible
adventures with friends new and old. I have
recently been playing around with how I
can take my SUP on expeditions so if
anyone is interested in joining for a paddle
any time it would be great to meet you.

Jessica Philip on expedition down the River Spey in September. Photo: Catherine Ince
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Paddling friends who were curious about
giving WW SUP a try. Photo: Catherine Ince

Supporting paddlers
#ShePaddles is just one
of our many success
The WW SUP community grows and its
toarethe
stories.
women whoThanks
are leading! We
a
discipline that has more qualified female
and
enthusiasm
coaches than male. And
more are coming!
Women are shaping and moulding the
from our
commitment
future by being here and now and active.
members,
60,000
What’s it likeplus
to be a #ShePaddles
Ambassador? It’s one of pride! About
can
we
sharing
yourcontinue
journey and inspiring others
to follow, no, scrap that! It’s about
host
a whole
supporting
inspiring others to create
their journey,
and laugh so very hard.
and
projects
ofcelebrate
If you fancy getting involved with WW
campaigns. If you
would like to be part of
our thriving paddling
community, visit
www.britishcanoeing.
org.uk/join today!

Quick release belts for

SUP LEASHES
WORDS BY LOUISE ROYLE
Photos: by Louise Royle, Lisa Boore,
David Mattingley, Davide Sartoni and Tony Bain
Why would you want to use a
leash with a SUP? – Because it
could save your life
Why would you not want to be
attached to your SUP? –
Because it could save your life.
This article provides information on the types of quick-release belts that are
currently available; the features of the different kinds of a belt with their pros and
cons; and how this relates to the environment you intend to paddle. It is essential
to understand that there are different opinions and options. You need to decide
for yourself, which is the most appropriate and safe option for you, given the
conditions that you intend to paddle in on the day.

Why use a leash?
Because you do NOT want to become SEPARATED from your SUP, it is usually safer to be
on your board than not. Your paddleboard is your craft; you can get to where you want or
need to be (e.g. in an emergency) faster than if you were not on the SUP. Water (in the UK
anyway) is often cold, sometimes dangerously so, therefore you do not want to be in the
water for too long, or you could get hypothermia.
Even in a light breeze, your board can travel out of reach within seconds; the leash allows
you to get back in contact with your board quickly; this can be a lifesaver particularly in
open water situations. A leash also will enable you to swim to a riverbank without having
to worry that you are going to lose your board.

Why do you need to be able to release the leash and board in
an emergency?
There are, however, also situations where you do NOT want to be ATTACHED to something
that can trap you or pull you under the water, such as tree branches, rocks, buoys or
other snag hazards. In the white water SUP paddling community, there is plenty of
debate about when, where and even if you should even wear a leash.
Still, if you do, everyone agrees that there MUST be a quick-release mechanism so that
you can quickly and easily detach yourself from the leash and board. However, there is a
general lack of awareness of anything other than ankle or thigh attachments for leashes
within the general SUP paddling community. Even on a canal, there are plenty of snag
hazards, everything from tree branches to shopping trolleys; some of these hazards hide
underwater, and you may only find them if you fall in and get caught up.
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QR system

When touring on rivers, estuaries, or
coastlines, there are plenty of hazards,
including trees, moorings, and buoys. It only
takes a gentle current, wind or the tide, and
you could easily be in a situation where you
cannot quickly release yourself from your
board. Except in very calm conditions, you will
NOT be able to reach any attachments that are
on your ankle or leg. There is a great video
that demonstrates this, that I recommend you
watch by Barry Hughes: https://youtu.be/NJEYNWaD8Q.

Unless you’re only paddling open water with no
potential snag hazards, then I would highly
recommend getting a quick-release (QR) belt for
attaching yourself via a leash to your board. This
also helps keep the leash out of the water
preventing drag or snagging; most people use
coiled leashes except for surfing where a long
straight leash minimises recoil. The QR system is
worn at waist height or above, where it can easily
be reached and should release efficiently both
with and without tension on the leash (as you
can get tangled with objects even in still water).
Avoid material on material release fittings where
possible: a metal fitting (D-ring or carabiner) will
release quicker and with less resistance and
chance of entanglement than material (e.g.
ankle cuff) from material webbing.

Although filmed on a white water course, this
is the type of flow you would expect to find on
popular touring rivers such as the River Wye at
Symonds Yat in the summer at low flow levels.
In tidal estuaries, the flow can be
substantially faster than this.

The QR belts should be adjusted (where
possible) or trimmed so that only about 15cm
of webbing protrudes from the buckle when
closed; longer belts will take longer to release
and may tangle. You should be able to find
and release the QR mechanism without
looking with either hand (practice this with
your eyes closed on the land and in the water
in a safe environment with supervision).

Leash attachments

Leashes come with different fixings for
attachment (left): ankle or thigh cuffs; carabiners
(you should only use screw gate carabiners in
SUPs because open gates carabiners can become
snagged); D-rings; or quick release shackles (NRS
and Hala make leashes with a D-ring attached
plus a QR shackle with a carabiner).

Ankle cuff

D-ring

You can remove ankle or thigh cuffs using an
FCS Allen key then replacing with a rail saver
(the bit that is attached to the other end of the
leash and is used to attach it to the board);
thread either a screw gate carabiner or a Dring through the Velcro on the rail saver. This
rids you of the bulky cuff allowing you to
attach any leash to the belts discussed below
via metal rather than material.

Carabiner and QR shackle

Rail saver with carabiner added

I have chosen a range of quality belts currently
available to give you some ideas of the types of
quick-release belts available. Which system is
best for you will depend on what sort of paddling
you do and your build (I am a small female with
short arms; I paddle touring rivers and lakes as
well as white water). These pros and cons are my
opinions from what I have found using these
systems. Also, be aware that manufacturers
often update, so always check out the features of
the current models before you buy.

Rail saver with D-ring attached

I would not recommend attaching a leash
directly to a buoyancy aid or rescue vest. The
quick-release belt on a rescue vest is threaded
through side panels and designed to release
under tension only; keep this for what it is
intended.
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Palm quick release belt

the board towards you when swimming in
powerful water.
• Comes with open-gate carabiners; these
can be replaced with screw gate carabiners
to avoid the possibility of them opening
and snagging.
Environment:
• Designed for white water rivers, but also
suitable for touring rivers, estuaries,
coastlines and open water.

A simple QR belt with a leash attachment
point at the back, you can attach the leash
by threading the webbing through a Dring, screw-gate carabiner or ankle cuff.
Pros:
• Has two QR buckles – one at the front
which releases the whole belt; one at the
side which just releases the leash.
• QR toggles are easy to find, hold and pull.
They are different shapes and colours.
• If the belt moves around the waist, you can
always reach at least one of the QR toggles.
Cons:
• Cannot be used for both carrying a
throwline and attaching a leash on the
same belt.
• Has no built-in fail-safe, so will not break
under excessive tension.
• Not adjustable; once fitted, cut the
webbing to size for quick release.
Environment:
• Suitable for easy white water rivers,
touring rivers, estuaries, coastlines and
open water.

HF SUP belt SUP buddy

Pros:
• Has two separate and different release
mechanisms – one manual buckle, and
one automatic Velcro release.
• The toggle on the front QR buckle is easy
to find, hold and pull; this releases the
whole belt.
• The leash attaches at the back of the belt
around a small ring of webbing attached to
a D-ring. This D-ring threads through more
webbing that attaches via Velcro to the
waist belt. You adjust the amount of Velcro
overlap so that the belt will release
automatically under either low or high
tension. The D-ring provides a clean metal
to material release when the Velcro releases
if you are attaching via an ankle cuff.
Cons:
• Cannot be used for carrying a throwline as
well as a leash attachment.
• If the belt moves around during use, it
could be challenging to reach the manual
release toggle with just one hand.
• Not adjustable; once fitted the webbing
should be cut to size for quick release.
• The open webbing at the back of this belt
could get tangled or snagged; a tidier
system is more suitable for white water
(see Synergy Belt).
Environment:
• Suitable for easy white water rivers,
touring rivers, estuaries, coastlines and
open water.

Soul safety leash
This is a belt and leash system all in one,
which uses a large strip of Velcro as the belt.
Pros:
• Can be worn around the waist or chest.
• The belt is adjustable if different people
need to use it.
• Big ball toggle that is easy to find a hold
and pull for manual QR.
• Velcro tension regulator at both ends of the
leash. You can adjust the amount of Velcro
so that the leash releases under high or low
tension. In an environment with no pin
hazards (e.g. big volume rivers), you attach
the maximum amount of Velcro, so your
board does not release as you do not want
to lose it. Where there are pin hazards in a
rocky river, and you want the board to
release, you set less Velcro overlap so that
it will release under less tension.
• Has several built-in fail points (in the coil
and the fittings) so that it will snap and
release under excessive tension.
Cons:
• If worn around the waist, there is no option
to carry a throwline on the same belt (it is
not good practice to wear multiple waist
belts each with separate release systems).
• If worn around the chest, under tension,
the manual QR ball can be pulled behind
you where you cannot reach it.
• Lots of Velcro, which gets caught in
long hair.
• The coiled leash is relatively thin and
difficult to hold on to when pulling back
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Palm belt with ankle cuff

A QR belt with a leash attachment point at
the back, where you attach the leash via a
screw-gate carabiner or ankle cuff.

d

Palm belt with ankle cuff

Soul safety leash

Soul safety leash chest mounted
HF Buddy with ankle cuff

HF Buddy with Carabiner
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HF Synergy with NRS leash & shackle

rear webbing with the buckle release or, (2)
via a QR shackle (such as provided with
NRS or Hala leashes) to the D-ring. Either
way, you have two manual QR systems.
• If the belt moves around your waist, you
can always reach at least one of the two
QR mechanisms.
• If you attach the leash via a QR shackle to
the D-ring, you can also carry a throwbag
on the rear of the belt.
• Adjustable, useful if more than one person
needs to use.
Cons:
• Has no built-in fail-safe, so will not break
under excessive tension.
• QR shackles are useful, but I have found
that the split ring can open up and fail
after continuous use. So QR shackles must
be checked each time before use.
Environment:
• Suitable for white water rivers, touring
rivers, estuaries, coastlines and open water.

HF Synergy with NRS leash and shackle

HF SUP Belt Synergy
A padded QR belt designed for white water
use, you can attach the leash via a screwgate carabiner, or QR shackle.

Whetman SUP Waterbelt with D-ring

Whetman SUP Waterbelt with D-ring

Whetman Waterbelt
Whetman
Waterbelt with with Hala leash and
shackle
ankle cuff
Whetman Waterbelt with carabiner

Pros:
• Has two separate and different release
mechanisms – one manual buckle, and
one automatic Velcro release.
• The toggle on the front QR buckle is easy
to find, hold and pull; this releases the
whole belt.
• The leash attaches to the back of the belt
via a strip of Velcro, with a D-ring to attach
the leash. You adjust the amount of Velcro
overlap so that the belt will release
automatically under either low or high
tension.
• Can attach a throwbag as well as a leash.
• The leash can also be attached via a QR
shackle (such as provided with NRS or Hala
leashes), this adds a second manual QR
point, thus allowing you to reach a manual
pull even if the belt has twisted around.
Cons:
• If the belt moves around during use, it
could be challenging to reach the single
manual release toggle with just one hand.
• If the leash is attached via a QR shackle to
the end of the Velcro: this additional QR is
some distance from your waist making it a
bit difficult to feel for and find, especially
if you have short arms.
• Not adjustable; once fitted webbing should
be cut to size for quick release.
Environment:
• Suitable for white water rivers, touring
rivers, estuaries, coastlines and open water.

Whetman SUP water belt rig
A waist belt with a buckle front quick release
for the whole belt and an extender on the
side with a separate QR for attaching the
leash via a D-ring. It also has QR webbing on
the back for holding a throw line.
The SUP water belt has a buckle release
extender QR stitched to the belt. The standard
extender is 22cm long and has a D-ring at the
end for attaching the leash. It is also available
with a shorter SUP attachment extender and
can be made for left or right-handed
access/release.
Pros:
• You attach the leash to the extender via a
D-ring, this has a buckle type QR which is
preferable to using a shackle. It is much
easier to release and reattach the leash
and less prone to fail than a shackle.
• There are two manual QR systems for the
leash (plus one for a throw line).
• If the belt moves around your waist, you
can always reach at least one of the two
QR mechanisms.
• The toggles are easy to find, hold and pull.
This front toggle releases the whole belt.
The side toggle releases the leash. As I
have short arms, I use a short extender so
that the QR sits next to the belt where it is
easier to reach.
• Adjustable, useful if more than one person
needs to use.
Cons:
• Has no built-in fail-safe, so will not break
under excessive tension.
Environment:
• Suitable for white water rivers, touring
rivers, estuaries, coastlines and open
water.

Whetman water belt
A waist belt with a buckle quick release at
the front and D-ring anchored to the belt
at the back.
Pros:
• Has two QR buckles – one at the front,
which releases the whole belt; one at the
back which just releases the leash.
• The toggles are easy to find, hold and pull.
• You can attach the leash either (1) via a
screw-gate carabiner, or ankle cuff to the
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We're not a brand that
releases a new colourway every year. We
want people to love their gear for years. And
we know that good design is more than
simply what a board looks like.
Our boards are designed for form &
function, longevity and sustainability. That's
why why we use classic, solid colours
rather than multi-coloured prints.

Photo credit Rebecca Abele

LETS TALK ABOUT
2021

We're passionate about sustainability,
and that's why all our boards come with a 5
year no quibble warranty. And why we
design boards that don't age with fashion.
We care about safety
Every single board package in 2021 will be
shipped with a Quick Release waist belt.
2021 is going to be an exciting
year. More demo centres, new design for
our Go Anywhere boards, eFoils, rigid
windsups. a new rigid flatwater carbon
race board, an expansion of our
Adventure SUP product range, and an
inflatable foil board. Are you as excited as
we are?

To find out how, and why McConks are
different,visit
www.mcconks.com

#Bedifferent
Preorder for Spring 2021 with up
to 35% discount
Email preorder@mcconks.com for
details.
SUP Businesses and
clubs
Email trade@mcconks.com to find
out what we can do for you!
Preorder now for our best discount
Our products are available to
demo year round in the Cotswold
Water Park. For Autumn and winter
2020/21 you try our products at
Waterland Outdoor Activities - Lake
32.

SUP
BAVARIA

Adam Sims and co
stay close to home
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Words: Adam Sims
Pics: AALVAA Media
COVID has certainly played
havoc with people’s travel
plans this year. Yet if forced to
stay at home who knows
what you may discover on
your doorstep (or your
girlfriends).
There is no escape, the lockdown is real, and
we are not even allowed to go to the park.
This was the moment of realisation that we
(myself and my girlfriend Alina) won’t be
going far for quite a while. It was March
11th when the Pandemic was officially
declared, in some weird twisted sense of
irony that happened to also be on my
birthday. A few days later we were set to fly
out to Fuerteventura for some early season
wind and waves; we’d made it through
check-in, we were boarding, then the queue
was stopped, time passed, the flight next to
us also flying to Fuerteventura continued to
load, ours was on hold.
Then we saw on TV, as if out of some
blockbuster movie, announcements that
planes were doing u-turns mid-air on the
UK to Canaries flights. After that it was a
cataclysmic cycle of events that saw us
being the first flight in Europe that was
cancelled and not allowed to board,
following that country after country
shutting down, no one could travel
anywhere. Honestly, the weeks after felt
like scenes out of the movie 28 days later
(minus the zombies). Toilet roll is gone,
essentials have gone, no soap or cleaning
products, you learnt fast how selfish a
percentage of the population could be.
Planes were a rarity in the sky, cities
cleared of toxic air – what a time to be alive.
So what do two watersports adventurers do
when their dreams to continually go as far
as they can in seek of adventure, new
locations and good conditions, are taken
away by a virus that halted the world.
Answer: we check close to home, we go as
close as we can, we adapt, overcome, find
new ways and locations to get the daily fix
of watersports and adventure.
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Foothills of the Alps
Having followed the heart I find myself in
Bavaria, Munich to be precise (Alina’s
hometown), where new adventures await, I
just needed a good excuse to explore them.
I had visited a few windsurfing spots,
around the area in recent years, even been
on a SUP trip across the Steinberger, with
the surgeon who fused my spine (long
story… you can check it on my YouTube - A
Shot in the Dark), but now was the time to
see what this area has to offer. You only
have to drive half an hour, and you are
already in the foothills of the Alps, 30
minutes further and you are rapidly
climbing this stunning mountain range
that spans across five European countries,
contains hundreds of popular ski resorts,
offers incredible mountain biking but most
of all, all those mountains with their snowy
peaks feed the great cycle of water, the very
basis of human life.
Snowfall that lands during months of
winter begin to melt in the springtime, the
flow starts through porous rock and out
natural springs, down catch water streams
that feed to small rivers with huge
waterfalls. Eventually reaching the valleys
below where the streams merge with
great power into

rivers full of swirling white water rapids – a
good starting point for any thrill-seeking
adventurer.

No less than a year later, he was
pushing the very beginning of the
SUP industry; it took about 2-3
years before the brands clocked
on and followed with an
entourage of branded planks.
Enough time for Red to take
a commanding role and be
three steps ahead with
the first inflatable SUPs.
So there we were,
some 11 years
later,

Four-stop BWA tour
We were familiar with SUP; I remember
sitting in the van with John Hibbard, the
creating forefather of the modern SUP age,
the man who went from being multiple
times UK windsurfing champion to creating
and developing the inflatable SUP through
the Red Paddle Co. It was a freezing rainy
day in Wales, at the Welsh leg of the
infamous four-stop BWA tour. We’d had a
great day on the water, competition all day
long, and myself and a few friends were
huddled up in Hibbard’s van to keep warm
when he pulled out the Ukulele, moments
later he was strumming (and
singing) Britney
Spears - Hit Me
Baby One More
Time.
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holding our inflatable SUPs, staring down a stunning alpine valley about to drop into our
first white water SUP session, and yes Hit Me Baby One More Time was the song I
couldn’t get out of my head.
Plot twist, this is not about Red (although they have a great team and products over
there), we were using products from a company more local to us – Gloryboards, no main
reason except that we like the local connection, the boards are great, and we can ride
with the owner in spots he knows best.
As we began our first trip along the upper Isar, through the protected nature reserves, we
found ourselves floating along the most crystal clear water; you could see every detail
below, the fish, the rocks, how the rapids formed. Small weirs, overhanging trees and
gentle rapids offered some easy entertainment to break up the flat spots. We couldn’t
have wished for a better introduction to the world of white water rapids.

below-knee leash setup
Being relatively new to it, we were also a little under-equipped in the leash department; I
was aware that we should not put the leash on tight around the ankle. So we opted for the
below-knee setup with the velcro strap being almost hardly closed, it would have broken
off under any form of pressure. But yes now, we already have the quick release leash
options and the waist leash as well, something anyone should get BEFORE their first outing
it should come as standard with any river SUP. Nevertheless, as if it’s some valid excuse, we
were also on the easiest of rivers, in hindsight, I wouldn’t even say it had rapids, but it was
the perfect start. The scenery was incredible; how had I not got into this before!
When I was eight, my parents took my brothers and me out of school for two years to
travel on a boat; we ended up exploring the whole Caribbean. However, not before
spending two months navigating through the deepest French countryside along
thousands of kilometres of rivers that meander through the heart of many famous
landmarks. I remember the time well; the mast was down along the whole length of the
boat so that we could get under bridges and we played in the rivers the entire way along.
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Fast-flowing water
Somehow I always thought it would be fun
to get into the more fast-flowing water with
the rubber dinghy we had; sometimes we
would sit in it being towed behind the boat
for hours on end. Perhaps this never left me,
and I was now just rediscovering those
childhood days. I’m sure those fond
memories, combined with a career in
freestyle windsurfing lead me to
immediately ask the question: is there more
challenging routes for the SUP in Bavaria?
Well, short answer, yes. Rapids were so
challenging you wouldn’t stand a chance.
My experience in fairly sizeable waves on
the windsurf board, on surfboards,
swimming with camera gear has taught
me a lot about how water moves and
behaves, to plan what’s about to happen
so you can react before. Water has some
serious power in the ocean, but it always
dissipates, it always goes calm, even if it

pulls you through hell and back, even if
you are held down so long your
diaphragm physically begins to spasm
(that was a tough moment), it always goes
calm after.

Nothing I have experienced
In the river, the power is honestly like
nothing I have experienced in the ocean,
the river wave itself in Munich, the
infamous Eisbach has the power of a wave
four times its size in the ocean. When the
water grabs you and takes you, it doesn’t
let go, because the river only stops flowing
at the sea, or human-made dams, but we
were very, very far from either.
So, caution was considered; however, we
were with experienced guides (the parents
of Alina have been mastering the art of
river SUPing during recent years, they
knew all the spots). Before we knew it, just
an hour later we were at the start point of
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To add to the list of
watersports and different
disciplines in those
watersports is always a
dream for both myself and
Alina, we love the ocean, but
we also found a new love for
the rivers that feed our seas
a new network that began in Austria and
crossed into Germany. This was quite
easily the next step up.
It took a few minutes to realise that the
surfer’s stance was way more stable (in
case of underwater fin contact) than the
traditional SUP stance. Not long later it
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was even more critical, and I found myself
pulling in to the ‘barrel’ (the tree barrel),
back knee folded in and forwards, paddle
in one hand and my other grabbing rail…
Which I quickly let go when I noticed my
fingers were about to be sliced and diced
by an oncoming rock, ‘fond’ memories of
Bali breaks with jagged reefs left me
thinking that I wasn’t ready to pay my
taxes to this river quite yet. What else
could I grab, I was being thrown from the
SUP at every second set of rapids, very
quickly I realised the carry handle was
almost perfect, so tucked up, the next
‘barrel’ wasn’t going to get me.

and the leash was my only way up, I’d
grabbed it the moment I fell and quickly
began to pull myself up. As I clambered
back on to the board, I realised I was
already around the corner, and Glorianna
was shouting at me from the side, get out,
get out! I saw the river dropping away out
of sight and aimed for an eddy right
before it, at that moment the taxman
pulled in and ‘whack’ a rock straight on
the upper hip, I felt that one for weeks
after, but fortunately made it out.
Adrenalin at 100%, thanks to river SUPing,
the Europe wide lockdown just got a whole
lot more fun.

Half laughing half screaming

Different disciplines

That was when the river took a turn
around a cliff you couldn’t see. It was
rough going into it, but I knew well
enough you don’t go around blind corners
on a river without an exit plan. Before I
know it, Alina’s mum, Glorianna, goes
screaming past me, literally half laughing
half screaming, she shoots down this
small waterfall and disappears around the
corner. Ok, they must have been here
before. So I follow, it gets super heavy, but
the stance holds true, then suddenly at
the moment I’m clear the nose catches
the cliff and roles me off. I felt like there
wasn’t even water and sank like a stone,

We spent many days in the coming weeks
exploring numerous networks, sometimes
a short trip of a couple of hours, other
times nearly the whole day. It’s a vast
open door of adventure out there, and this
is just in our backyard. To add to the list of
watersports and different disciplines in
those watersports is always a dream for
both myself and Alina, we love the ocean,
but we also found a new love for the rivers
that feed our seas. Our last trip saw us
flying over two meters rapids somewhere
in the Austrian Alps, its endless the
number of routes around here. So on to
the next one baby, one more time.

COAST HEALTH AND FITNESS
FRIENDLY.
INTERACTIVE.
CONVENIENT.

ONLINE PILATES

IMPROVE CORE STRENGTH,
MOBILITY AND FLEXIBILITY
FIVE LIVE CLASSES PER WEEK +
RECORDINGS
FREE NO-COMMITMENT TRIAL FOR
ONE MONTH
WWW.COAST-FITNESS.CO.UK

clare@coast-fitness.co.uk
07808 646222
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TIDES…
WIND…
WAVES…
and what to be aware of
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Words: Helen Trehoret
Photos: Helen Trehoret and the RNLI
The SUP industry is booming; more and more people are taking to
the water; the surge in popularity is highlighting just how accessible
our sport has become. The beauty of SUP is that it is easy to get the
basics, learning paddling and turning is a quick session. However,
the more challenging aspect of our sport is the planning and the
ability to read a forecast, then relating this to actual local conditions.
The three factors that paddlers must consider when planning a paddle session are:
1. Tides
2. Waves, and
3. Wind.
Depending on what you are doing in the session will determine which factor will be
more critical. Aimed at beginners, this article will investigate the three factors that
can make or break a session, highlighting what paddlers should be aware of when
planning a session.

1. Tides
Paddling in the UK, Ireland or any spot on the north Atlantic coastline is
subject to significant changes in tidal conditions. The worlds largest tidal
range, measuring 16 metres is in the Bay of Fundy, Canada. However, the
second biggest takes place in the Severn Estuary. This makes it vitally
important for UK paddlers to understand the implications of the tidal cycle.
Tides are part of a cycle consisting of Springs and Neaps, causing the tidal range to
grow and shrink alternatively twice during every 28 days. Predicting the tidal
differences in your area can be done using tide tables, these have the times of the
low and high tide.
So we will know exactly what time is high and low tide, but we will also need to know
where the water will be in two and a half hours after high tide. We do this by the rule
of twelfths.

Rule of twelfths
The rule of twelfths takes the time between the low and high tide, for example, 10m,
divides it by 12, giving a value of 0.83. The rule of twelfths tells us that in the first
hour after low tide the water will rise one-twelfth of its range, in this case, it is 0.83,
then in the second hour 0.83x2 = 1.66 and then in its third hour it will rise three
twelfths 0.83x3 = 2.49, so at the end of the third hour, it will have increased 4.98m.
Why bother with this? If the phase of the moon is in spring tides, then you will see
that the value in the rule of twelfths at mid-tide is bigger than at neap tides. This is
when we need to plan our paddle session wisely. Paddling up the estuary at this
point would be fruitless, you will be paddling against the current, a strong current,
again depending on your location.

Rule of twelfths
6th hour 1/12th
5th hour 2/12th
STRONGEST
CURRENT 4th hour 3/12th

TIDAL RANGE

3rd hour 3/12th
2nd hour 2/12th
1st hour 1/12th
CHART DATUM
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decrease in-depth during the ebb. The
double high tide in the Solent is caused by
the incoming sea to take two routes around
the Isle of Wight.

Effect of tides on a SUP session
Depending on the type, time and location of
the SUP session will determine the need to
focus on the tide.
For SUP surf sessions the neap tides will
show minimal movement in the water. So
perhaps depending on your spot, your SUP
session will last a bit longer than in the
spring tide phase of the moon.
For long-distance sessions, you will need to
know if you are against or with the current,
especially at the end of the session!

2. Wind

Tidal curves
But in the age of the smartphone and internet
we don’t need to be mathematicians to
predict the tidal range, we have online tidal
curves. The shape of the graph will depend on
the location and the phase of the moon.

The wind is either an enemy or friend to
SUP paddling; learning to predict the
wind can turn a session into a great
session or just misery.
The type of session that you want to do will
determine what the optimal wind speed is.
For a downwind session anything under 10
knots is excellent for a beginner session, but
the perfect downwind session for
intermediate paddlers is over 10 knots and
consistently blowing 10 knots.

The graph will be steeper and more
pronounced with spring tides and flatter
with the neap tides. They are showing
precisely that in spring tides the movement
of water is exaggerated.

Location
The location of your paddle session depends
on the effect of the tide. In some places,
there is only one tide a day (Diurnal) and
two in other locations (semi-diurnal).
Typically, in the UK we have semi-diurnal,
meaning there are two tides each day.

When planning a SUP surf session wind can
be the enemy. If there is wind, offshore is
best, cross-shore is tricky, but it can be done
if there is an excellent swell period. For
touring and for beginners as a rule of thumb,
anything under 10 knots is worthy. Most SUP
schools are limited to maximal wind speeds,
generally around 10 knots. This is when local
knowledge comes into play, though it is 10
knots in exposed areas, it is possible to paddle
in this where the sea or water is sheltered.

The morphology of the UK, with channels,
estuaries, peninsulas means that as the tide
pushes up channels, some tidal ranges get
bigger. For example, the Bristol Channel has
one of the biggest tidal ranges in the UK,
with the Solway Firth second.

An important rule to follow is to avoid
paddling in 10 knots offshore.

Interestingly, Southampton has a famous
double tide at spring tides and a very rapid

Can we predict wind conditions?
After you have unpacked your SUP board, the
next thing you need to do is get familiar with
wind apps. Windy, Windguru, Windfinder are
more popular. These apps generate forecasts
based on data produced by numeric models,
before launching into your session you need
to bear in these are mathematical models, in
some places it may be correct, in other areas
the model may not work. It is essential to get
familiar with the app that is more consistent
for your location, the apps cannot see your
local terrain, and it is this that can affect the
wind flows around your area.
Using Windguru is simple; it has a userfriendly light blue to a dark purple gradient.
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London’s SIC Maui Glide Centre & Store

1st UK’s Test Centre
0207 993 2036
www.SICmaui.uk
We teach SUP at
the Blue Chip
SUP School
equipped with
top quality SIC
inflatable boards

HIGHEST
QUALITY
INFLATABLES
at amazing
prices!

So, what wave conditions are
ideal for paddling?

Generally speaking, blue means that the
conditions are flat, calm ranging to purple,
which means storm conditions typically.

Wave period
For an epic SUP surf session, anything over
one-metre and 10 seconds will be heaven.
When we talk about 10 seconds, this is the
wave period. Nine seconds and below are
typically described as wind swell, excellent
in some areas, but not in others. 10-12
seconds and above is normally the swell
generated in the open ocean and travel
some distance before arriving at your spot.

When looking at the Windguru model, it is
essential to note that the data we are given
as a free user is less accurate than the data
for a fee-paying customer. But the free data
service is still a great tool.
Windguru also gives the wind direction, an
essential element; this is the difference
between being blown offshore or dealing with
choppy conditions. Again, the strength of
wind depends on your level, type of paddle
session and location that you are paddling.

Helen Trehoret
Helen is the owner of
Barrachou Paddle, based in
North Finistère, France. Helen
has been paddling for over ten
years, and is a qualified
oceanographer, graduating for
Plymouth University and
working as an oceanographer
before opening her SUP
business in France.
https://barrachousup.com

Wave height
Anything below 0.5m can be described as
flat. These are great for flatwater paddling,
but SUP surfing maybe a bit challenging.
Above 0.5m will see the SUP surfers excited!
This also works for lake paddling, depending
on the size of the lake or the Loch you will
generally see wave heights below one-metre.

Reading Windguru is simple; it colour-codes
conditions to make it even user-friendly.
Light blue to green is generally OK for
paddlers, pink to purple is a storm, unless
you are planning a downwind session then
this is not the best conditions to be paddling.

Wave direction
This is the most vital factor to investigate,
for those facing the Atlantic any swell that
comes from the west or the south-west will
generate some excellent conditions, the
same swell direction will mean that those
facing the north or north-west it will be
sheltered. How this affects you will depend
on the type of session you are planning, if
you are ready for a flatwater session then
you need to be heading to these more
protected breaks, if it’s a SUP surf session,
then it will be perfect!

Whatever value you are seeking, it is a rule
of thumb to have the wind with you for the
end part of your journey or race, when
energy levels are more depleted.

3. Waves
Some people enjoy waves; some people are
terrified. Whatever your level, you need to
be familiar with reading weather apps.
Much like what was said in the wind
section, each app is different for each spot.
MSW, Windty, Windguru or Wisuki can all
be used to predict waves.
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PA D D L E
F R E E

D I A M O N D A I R
9'8" / 10'4" / 11'6"

D I A M O N D
9'6" / 10'6" / 12'6"

Shred in style with our female specific line of SUPs.
From the gentle yet playful all-round design, to the
touring line inspired by our race boards, we deliver
the options for you to choose from. Composite
and inflatable options, on-trend optics and all the
performance features, the Diamond range is fit for
function, lightweight and designed to inspire.
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DISCOVER

TAIWAN
on a SUP
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Words: Fiona Kao
Pics: Go Fun
During our trips, we met the
remarkable young lady Fiona Kao, a
SUP instructor at Go Fun, and we
asked her about her job, passion and
country.

What inspires you as a sport instructor
What inspires me and motivates me the most is to be in nature and surrounded by the
elements. I have had the fantastic opportunity to explore the beauty of the outdoors
through sports for the past few years. I found that when travelling specifically for the
purpose to experience a particular sport, in a specific destination, amplifies the experience
itself and of the place as a whole.
Whether it is skiing in the alps, a cycling tour through Germany, riding horses through
Mongolia, trekking through the Dolomites or stand up paddling in the Milk Sea in Taiwan,
participating in a sport that is set in the absolute ideal location makes the experience
unforgettable. As a ski instructor during the winter and as a SUP instructor in the summer,
there are rewards with not only being outdoors and enjoying nature, but also with seeing
the pure enjoyment of others when they are experiencing their firsts.
Whether it is learning how to balance on the board or picking up the skills needed
to navigate through a rough patch of water, I am happy to be there to guide
and support them through these unforgettable moments. It inspires me
to see a young girl or a mother who is participating in something that
they expected not to be able to do. Quite some city girls are afraid of
the water and open sea but are still curious to try stand up paddling.
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I find this most interesting as in the
beginning; I have the task of guiding them
to sit, kneel or stand on the boards and get
familiar with using and controlling the water
with their paddles. As the activity progresses
and they have gained more control and
familiarity over navigating the
paddleboards, I see the confidence start to
grow in them.
Then they become bolder and test their
limits and push outside their comfort zone.
Paddleboarding in the Milky Sea of Turtle
Island, Taiwan itself is an unforgettable
experience, even for many locals, it is also
their first time to visit the area. To be able to
show everyone the beauty of a particular
place while participating in an activity like
SUP gives a different perspective of the
place. Being able to view the Milky Sea from
right on top of it on a paddleboard versus
from afar on a boat is truly an unforgettable
experience.

Can you tell us something about
the history of Taiwan?
In the 16th century, Portuguese sailors saw
an island that did not exist on the map. The
sailors on the ship looked at the lush forest
on the island and couldn't help but
exclaimed, “Ilha Formosa,” which means
beautiful island. Today, this beautiful island
is known as Taiwan.
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Taiwan is located on the southeast coast
of the Asian continent and the west coast
of the Pacific Ocean, between Japan and
the Philippines. It is at the centre of the
East Asian island arc. It is an important
sea and air transportation route in the
Asia-Pacific region. Taiwan is surrounded
by the sea and anchored by high altitude
mountains, making this place the perfect
location for epic outdoor adventures. With
an average temperature of 23C yearround, the numerous locations out on the
sea and lakes inland is the ideal place to
explore on a SUP.
The experience of this summer in Taiwan
is stand up paddling at the majestic
Turtle Island, an island off the east coast
of Taiwan. It is a volcanic island with an
appearance of a floating turtle, hence its
given name. The dreamy white and blue
waters, known as the Milk Sea, is formed
from the volcanic eruptions underneath
the island mixing with the ocean water
creating hot spring-like conditions. This
blueish white water surrounds the eastern
side of the island and is the main
attraction and the talk of the summer.
With only a handful of locations around
the world with similar conditions, it’s
never been more exciting to experience
the beauty first hand on a SUP board.
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To SUP Turtle Island in the Milk Sea
during sunrise gives everyone an
experience worth waiting for. With a 25person cap, we leave at 04.00 with a
yacht from the harbour and make our
way to the island. With the moon lighting
the way, the outline of the shadows of the
island becomes more apparent as the
boat arrives at its destination. Soon
everyone is in the water paddling out just
in time to see the glorious sunrise over
the horizon.
Once the sun is up, the colours of the Milk
Sea becomes clear against the dark blue
of the ocean. Every day the formation and
colour density of the Milk Sea is different
depending on the currents underneath
the island. Day after day, the pattern of
the Milk Sea is always unexpected and
surprising, truly a spectacular scene in
Taiwan.
Discovering Taiwan on a paddleboard
provides a fun and unique way to explore
the local region. Impeccable views of the
incredible rock formations on the north
shore from Elephant Trunk Rock to the
Double Rocks of Jinshan are only possible
through paddling out on the ocean.
Breathtaking moments on the lakes and
rivers inland, from watching the morning
mist drift just above the water at Sun

world through sport and the outdoors,
started in 2007 as an operator for ski and
snowboard tours. These days we also
organize summer outdoor activities such as
rock climbing, hiking, cycling and water
sports, in Taiwan and across the world. This
summer, with a sudden spark of interest in
stand up paddling across Taiwan, an
opportunity to create and provide fun
experiences for everyone. If you want to
enjoy your ultimate travel experience, we
are pleased to welcome you to Taiwan.

Moon Lake the biggest lake in Taiwan to a
view of an impressive lineup of 10 feet sand
sculptures on the banks of FuLong River.
There are hidden gems and secluded
locations with views only accessible with
paddleboards. Locations that are deep in
the heart of Taiwan to places nestled on the
edge of the city, these are all exceptional
places waiting to be experienced with a
stand-up paddle.

Can you tell us something
about your company?
Go Fun is motivated to create a space for
people to connect through exploring the
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DELTA

SPOON2

DISTANCE2

CARBON PADDLES

ALPHA

ULTRA LIGHT
CARBON FINS

12’6” x 28” x 6” - 290/L 14’0” x 231/2” x 6” - 285
12’6” x 31” x 6” - 310/L 14’0” x 26” x 6” - 300/

AIRRIDER (inflatable)
CARBON TECH
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GREAT GLEN
Endurance Race…
Perseverance paid off!
Words: Wilma Zwikker-Killgallon
Photos: Matthew Killgallon & Andre Le Geyt
Over the past four years, I have been competing in the UK SUP
endurance races. The Great Glen race is the most epic of them
all. This challenge is along the Caledonian River up in
Scotland, depending on the wind direction, it is from Fort
William to Inverness or visa-versa. The scenery is stunning,
but the weather can change at a snap of the finger.
This event can be a two-day event or a non-stop, in total 93kms. I participated in the
two-day event as the non-stop was way over my head.
It took me four years (2017-2020) to complete this event. You might wonder why...
I started the first event where the wind conditions were ridiculously difficult. It was an
attempt to do the event as a non-stop (at that point there was no two-day option
available). We started at 03.00 in the dark, which was an exciting experience. There was
no light pollution, and it was pitch black on the river, so we had our torches on the board
so we could see each other, which was a good thing. In the dark, you hear all sorts of
noises; waterfalls, dogs barking and the wind rustling the leaves on the trees.
The wind was so strong it created massive white caps and chop on Loch Lochy which then
turned into a raging sea, the swell was high, and people kept falling in the water a lot but
also blown off course. Thankfully halfway across the loch, there is an extraction point,
and everybody made it off the loch safely. I personally never made it on the loch, by the
time I got to the end of the river at Gairlochy, the race director had cancelled the race.

Two-day event
The next year when the registration opened for the Great Glen, I signed myself up for it
again but this time for the two-day event, which is doable. I started training for this also
because I love endurance racing. That year for the two-day event, we started around
06.00 at Fort William for the Fort William to Fort Augustus leg. The weather conditions
were in our favour, a little bit of wind but not too much, and the sun came out to play. I
paddled most of the day on my own and kept a couple of paddlers in my sight.
The scenery was amazing. Loch Lochy behaved itself that year. Loch Oich and the river
afterwards were a little bit flatter and had amazing scenery. Yes, I took my time to look
at the view as you never know if you come back there to paddle or not. I finished day
one in good time.
At the event meeting that evening, we were advised about the condition on Loch Ness
for the following day. The wind was picking up again several notches. I felt nervous
about that because Loch Ness would be one long downwinder of 36kms. We were told to
buddy up if you decided to go on the water the next morning. I decided after talking to
my support crew, Matthew, and my friends Neil and Kelvin that it would be better if I did
not start. I felt sad about this.
The next morning started again early, and Jo Hamilton Vale had organised a Scottish
bagpipe player to play at the start, it was eerie. The atmosphere was scary with a thick
fog hanging over Loch Ness. I was happy that I decided not to paddle; you could not see
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much further than 150 metres or so. The
paddlers got on the water with the wind
behind them; they went very fast without
being able to see very far. That day was my
day to be support crew for my friends on the
water. On Loch Ness, there are not many
places where you can exit the loch safely;
therefore, the paddlers had to take plenty of
food and water with them on the board. After
the paddlers got off Loch Ness, they still had
to paddle around 8kms on a canal to the
finish point. They all came off the water with
big smiles on their faces.
A young prone paddler, Callum, was flagging
when he came off of Loch Ness, so I decided
to paddle the final canal stretch with him to
keep him company to the finishing point.
At this point, I had paddled day one and the
end of day two, but only the river stretch. So I
still had unfinished business with Loch Ness.

Intent to finish
Again I signed up for the next Great Glen
event, with the intent to finish it once and for
all. Oh, how I fooled myself. That year we
started again in Fort William, day one was
good a bit more wind than the year before
but still good going.
There was a small downwinder, so we paddled
in a group on day one, but I mostly paddled
with my paddle buddy Sarah Louis Smith. We
had a great time and were enjoying ourselves.
The next morning we started early again on
Loch Ness and also went from Fort Augustus
to Inverness, this time though we went
against a strong wind. Even though we set off
in good spirits; it was hard going.
We stayed to the right-hand side of the loch,
but there was no shelter from the wind, and
it was hard going. All the time was paddling
against the wind which made stopping for
food or water difficult as; if you stopped, you
were blown quite a way backwards. I stopped
a couple of times to eat; with my feet in the
water and hunkering down, I got a little
respite from the wind; but I was still being
blown backwards. This year was two strokes
forwards and ten back if you stopped.
I found a remote beach at one point on
which I had a lovely break; this was several
kilometres before Foyers; the halfway point
and the only place to exit Loch Ness.
Unfortunately, the wind was too strong for
me to stand whilst paddling all the time. I
paddled 17kms to Foyers in five hours
including doing five kilometres on my knees.
Suffice to say that; as a lot of people did; I
got out at Foyers. Again Loch Ness did not
want me on the loch… oh well there is always
next year.
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So in three years, I had managed to paddle
day one, the end canal and Loch Ness but
only up to Foyers.

Event was cancelled
So when the registration opened in for this
year’s Great Glen event; ever the glutton for
punishment; I put my name down for it
again with the hope to conquer Loch Ness.
Unfortunately, the event was cancelled due
to Covid-19.
My husband and I decided to go up to
Scotland as we booked Kettle House B&B, but
the plan changed so that we would do some
walking instead. The closer it got to the time
of the Great Glen; I kept checking the
weather report constantly. I found that the
weather conditions would be perfect for me;
bright sunshine, warm weather and little to
no wind. I knew one of the other participants
would be going as well, and I contacted him
and asked if he would like to paddle Loch
Ness with me. So on Saturday the 19th of
September I finally had my chance to finish
Loch Ness leg.

A flat Loch Ness
The conditions were terrific; we had never
seen Loch Ness so flat. The night before we
decided to meet at 07.00, but because of
pumping up an inflatable for my co-paddler,
we eventually left around 08.00. Loch Ness
was flat, but it was foggy. When we got closer
to the fog, it retreated every time, which
made it feel eerie. At the start, we decided to
stay on the left-hand side of the loch. As a
slight wind was coming up, we decided to go
to the right hand sided as we could see it was
nice and flat, which meant we would not go
into the wind.
We stayed on the right-hand side until
Foyers which we did in three hours; a
significant improvement from last year with
the horrible wind conditions. From there, we
moved to the middle of the loch, but the fog
was still lingering, and we couldn’t see the
sides clearly. With the way the mist was
hanging, we could see the shore and the top
of mountains; but only fog in between. About
a kilometre or two, the fog disappeared, and
we could see the exit of the loch and
entrance to the canal. This was for me an
epic paddle, as I now finally have paddled
the whole of the Great Glen; yes it took me
four years, but the perseverance has paid off.
I have finally gone and done it
I want to thank my fantastic support crew
and my husband Matthew; and Andre Le
Geyt for coming with me to paddle and
conquer Loch Ness.

The

‘Virtual Molokai’

1,800 paddlers from 53 countries

Words and pics: Ginnie Betts
Covid-19 has been an interruption to all that is familiar in so many areas of our lives. Still, it’s also
been a catalyst for creative adaptation as we adjust to… well, whatever it is we are adjusting to! For
race-hungry SUP athletes who suddenly discovered all the usual fare was off the menu, the virtual
race calendar has offered an exciting substitute. A little like
becoming a vegan some may say, but wholesome
and purposeful nevertheless.
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‘Anything goes’

Here on our beautiful Cornish peninsula, I
was part of a group of paddlers (mostly
prone boarders) who turned the act of ‘route
choice’ into a part-maverick, partmeteorologist paddle adventure. We used
the race as a lock-down distraction and
excuse to explore new runs around our
beautiful coastline. These were the sort of
routes I’ve always mused about doing, but
never actually had the guts or incentive
enough to try.

It was the ‘Virtual Molokai’ that caught my
attention. The real Molokai is a tough open
ocean race in Hawaii that tops the bucket list
of every serious ocean paddler but also
bottoms out the bank account of any regular
working person. It’s possible, but out of reach
for many of us. In the absence of a 2020 race
calendar, 1,800 paddlers from 53 countries
across the world leapt at the chance to take
part in the next best thing. The virtual event
was premised upon choosing a 16-mile
stretch of water close to home over a threeday window, and then submit and upload our
times. The rule was ‘anything goes’, so folks
could choose anything and everything from
fast-flowing rivers, to lakes, to coastal runs to
open ocean.
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For a couple of months preceding the event
window, we met every week or two to
experiment with different runs. The lead up
to each paddle was a cacophony of
forecasting attempts in which screenshots
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of wind direction, tide speed, visibility
predictions were shared aplenty and
vigorously debated in our WhatsApp
group! It was all part of the process – and
what a great learning process it was. St Ives
to Perranporth; Poldu to Marazion;
Lamorna to Poldhu; Porthtowan to Crantock
and Porthcurno to Porthleven were some of
the routes we experimented with. There are
many advantages to living on a peninsula
like West Cornwall, the wind delivered – in
multiple directions, and the ocean humbled
us every time. Understanding the complex
intersection of tide, wind and swell,
particularly over open ocean stretches is
most certainly a fine art.

Holding my nerve
As a SUP rider amongst prones, my balance
was tested to the absolute limit of what I
could personally achieve on a 21.5” race
board. Often alone, 3km out to sea, or
dealing with coastal cliff refraction, I had
many a minute when I had to hold my nerve
indeed. Some of the most challenging/most
amusing moments were at the end of a run,
where I was exhausted from remaining
upright. The relief of finally seeing the shore
was eclipsed with the knowledge that all that
swell I’d been riding had to land somewhere.
I’d paddle into the line up to be met with the
knowing smirks of local surfers – yes
ladies and gentlemen, you’re in
a for show. I didn’t disappoint.

Top results
For the race window itself, we
chose St Ives to Perranporth on a
south-westerly, and it seems to have
paid off. I managed to finish third in the
world-wide SUP stock category, coming in
after young guns Jade Howson, paddling on
the Pacific Ocean, California and Brianna
Orams, paddling the Waikato River in New
Zealand. England youth paddlers Sam
Norton and @kezia.elliott did amazingly
well achieving first and second overall in
prone stock. Long-standing Cornish surf lifesaving legends Andrew Byatt, Jon Longman
and Matt Thomas, finished third, sixth and
11th respectively. Cornwall delivered the
conditions, and I think we did the UK proud!
With thanks to the Virtual Molokai team for
hosting this world-wide paddling event and
to everyone else – come to Cornwall! Epic
down winding to be had!
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“It seems to me that the natural world
is the greatest source of excitement; the
greatest source of visual beauty; the
greatest source of intellectual interest.
It is the greatest source of so much in
life that makes life worth living.”
David Attenborough
When we were born, we were full of awe and
wonder; every day was a sense of exploration. Our
senses were flooded with new experiences and
beauty. We were more in touch with the mysteries
of the universe and the wonder of nature. Then we
joined the rat race; we grew up.
For me, adventure paddling opens my eyes to the
beauty of the world again. When I paddle, I get to
take off the blinkers of adulthood and explore like a
child who is full of curiosity and feel delighted by
the surprises I see along my journey. I have
paddled all over the world, past towering icebergs,
cruising with humpback whales, camping with
bears and braving huge stormy seas. It has been a
fantastic experience, and I hope you all will develop
the skills to be able to live your adventures.
Exploring does require specific skills, knowledge
and experience as the sea can be a cruel mistress,
and she requires healthy respect. Firstly when you
are open water paddling, you will be exposed to
the elements so you must ensure you have a
strong leash, watertight board and carry
appropriate safety kit to the conditions of the day.
Include as a team a first aid kit, in more extreme
conditions a spare paddle, emergency shelter and
enough hydration and food for the energy
expenditure of the trip plus emergency rations.
When touring a wet suit is helpful; however, it can
be too warm or cold, so its best to wear quickdrying layers and have a windproof outer layer.
Water evaporation from a wet suit can cool your
core quickly. It would be best if you always had a
waist PFD. In an emergency, a flair and white light.
Plus some form of communication either VHF or
tracker, or at the bare minimum a mobile phone. It
would help if you also had a trip plan for weather,
tide and navigation. Share with someone on land,
and you need to check in with them for safety.
One of the most fabulous sections to sea paddle in
the UK is the world heritage Jurassic Coast. It is a
living coast, continually changing and unwrapping
its wonders like a present revealing the fossils of
the past. It’s a genuinely remarkable geological
spectacle with folding striations and rock
formations. Towering cliffs, sea stacks, arches, and
even it's saltwater lagoon with the finest example
of long shore drift in the world. It’s an adventure
paddlers paradise, but also not for the fainthearted as the features can be incredibly
challenging and require paddling skills in swell,
surf, wind and even tidal races which become
much more exaggerated in extreme sea states.
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In my opinion, the
five highlights of the
Jurassic Coast are
Durdle Door, Lulworth
cove, Isle of Portland,
Chesil Beach, and
Old Harry Rocks.

Circumnavigation of
Isle of Portland

called the Cuttings and round past the
Verne and formidable prison to the Portland
breakwater. As you paddle through here,
you are not allowed to enter into Portland
Port itself so keep out from the area and
paddle through Portland Harbour home of
the National Sailing Academy and on to
Portland Castle which was part of Henry
Tudor's defences to finish your trip.

Launch: Cove House Inn
Exit: Portland Castle
Trip time: 21/2 hours
You launch at a very steep shore with a
sever pebbly drop-off. The waters here are so
clear, and as you paddle past the cliffs of
Blacknor South, you can see white boulders
in the water with huge starfish and crabs. As
you get to the Bill, you will see in the
distance the tidal race. We want to sneak
past Old Pulpit Rock into the eddy of the
southern land point. We can rest and
hydrate here briefly so long as we have
planned it well, so it isn’t recirculating. As
we continue, we can see the remains of
quarrying and on to a beautiful little cove
called Church Hope Cove. A lovely place to
stop before passing past the boulder garden
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In onshore winds, Chesil Beach creates
powerful tow backs with a punishing shore
break. It’s treacherous in stormy conditions,
so it’s best to choose a day when the swell
has been at its calmest, and the wind is
gentle less than 10 knots.
The tides rip around here with two main
flows that interfere creating strong currents,
tidal races and eddy’s that recirculate at the
Bill. The flow can be as strong as 10 knots
here with races making standing waves that
become huge in strong winds and swell. You
cannot go round this isle without intelligent
trip planning. Choosing neaps as it helps to
reduce the effect on tidal flow. Use tidal flow
atlas to plan when the tides are moving at
their slowest and make sure the swell and
wind are at their gentlest. Sneak around
close to the shore and know what the eddy
around the Bill is doing as you could get
caught out. Again you will see this on a tidal
flow atlas. Avoid the race unless you know
what you are doing and have extreme
competence in advanced water handling,
i.e. keep that area for the pros.
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Studland to Old Harry Rocks
Launch: Knoll Beach Studland
Exit: Knoll Beach Studland
Trip time: 21/2 hours
Launch at Knoll Beach where there is a
National Trust visitor centre of Studland to
stay sheltered up the shoreline. There is a
little extra wildlife along this part of the
coast as you will also paddle past a nudist
beach. As you continue Old Harry stands
ahead of you in all its white towering glory.
It’s a fantastic place to explore; however, in
the wrong conditions, its’ tidal race at the
end is to be respected as it can create large
standing waves and disturbed water

particularly in swell and wind. The best time
to go is on neaps, in calm conditions and at
slack water. Rounding the headland then
will give you a gentler experience of the
race, and the flow will create gentle eddys
and simple white water features, which is a
great place to play if you have the skills of
break-in and out of flow, ferry gliding and
can S-turn across the water. It's a rock
hoppers paradise and can be a fun place to
practice your moving water skills, however,
you need to know when the right time is to
go, and if you’re going to play on the rock
features, then you should wear a helmet.
Get the times wrong to play here, however,
and the race becomes a larger feature to
handle altogether and when the sea state is
67
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building it is not a nice place to be. So take
care check the flow, weather and swell for
the day.

Lulworth to Durdle Door
Launch: Lulworth Cove, get
there early to park
Exit: Lulworth Cove
Trip time: 21/2 hours
The paddle is an exposed open water trip
past the crown jewels of the Jurassic Coast.
Here are the finest examples of rock
striation in the world and the caves, tunnels
and arches are a paddlers paradise. The cove
itself is very sheltered from the conditions
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and swell outside. Just paddling here is a
safer option to be able to learn upwind and
downwind skills. Heading out through the
mouth of the cove, a small surf wave can
form on the west side, which always catches
people out on the way home. Once you head
round towards the Door, it is a real spectacle
with beautiful watercolours. You can explore
the mini cove called Stair hole, rock hop
through the boulders, explore Man of War
Bay, journey through Bat Cave and of
course paddle through the tower arch of
Durdle Door itself.
Tides move here relatively slowly along this
coast so it won’t cause you too much
trouble, it is a very exposed section, though.

meadows to the right, and the large bank of
Chesil Beach to the left where you can pick
up the most fantastic shells washed onto
the shoreline. You need to take care of live
firing at the Marine Barracks, you can check
for this online. Also as you head west the
water levels become shallower, and there is
a mixture of sand and mud, so you must get
the timings right otherwise you ground out
and its also important not to disturb the
Fleet bed as it is a site of SSSI.

The swell and wind is the tricky thing here
which will catch you out as you expose
yourself to the gusts with not much chance
of landing. The swell can also be a lot larger,
being exposed and will reflect back from the
cliffs to cause clapotis. On a gentle day, the
water is super fun but if possible plan the
trip up in a headwind so you can enjoy the
downwind on the way back.

Chesil Beach and the Fleet
Launch: Ferry bridge
Exit: Turn around Langton
Herring
Trip time: 21/2 hours

As you set off from Ferry Bridge, you want to
travel up with the tide to arrive at Langton
Herring at slack water high tide. As it turns,
you can enjoy the flow going with you back.
The wind in here acts more like a lake as you
are protected from the sea swell still if the
wind is blowing up or down the fleet it can
throw up some fun bumps in the right
conditions if you’re into your down winding.

It’s more interesting to see Chesil Beach
from the lagoon side. You start your trip
with the challenge of the flow through Ferry
Bridge. It has the features of a class 1 rapid
with eddy lines and boils as you paddle past
the bridge stanchions. The easiest way to
travel is to paddle wide from Portland
Harbour and set your line to follow the
tongue of the flow however if you are
confident moving over eddy lines you can
break-in at the boatyard. As you travel up
here, you will pass green fields and
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If you want to be able to enjoy touring and
push the limits into expedition paddling
make sure you are physically fit, build your
confidence in exposed open water
conditions. Also, plan your trip by
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understanding the tactics of coastal
paddling and ensure you have the
technical skills to be out on moving water.
You will need skills riding bumps, paddling
over chop and messy water. Messy water is
not just waves its also holes, crowns and
pinnacles caused by clapotis. You need to
be able to land and launch in waves. You
will need white water skills and to
understand eddy’s and moving in and out
of flow, rips and currents.
I hope you enjoyed the read and it has
made you think of some of the beautiful
places and skills we have when we paddle
on the sea. To gain more experience, please
consider open water coaching and if you’re
unsure a qualified guide can help you to
explore these more exposed places safely.
Most importantly, folks stay safe and have
fun; it’s a playground of wonder out there.
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“Je suis un

PADDLE

BOARDER”

(the story of one woman’s SUPheaval!)
Interview: Sarah Thornely (SUPjunkie)
Pics: SUPjunkie, John Matthews and Steve Rutt
These were the words Samantha Rutt was hoping to mutter to
confused French people as she 'hit' France and then
turned round to paddle back to the UK on her epic challenge –
being the first person to Stand Up Paddleboard across the
channel and back – a distance of between 80-90 kilometres
across one of the busiest shipping channels in the world from
Dungeness to Boulogne sur Mer.
Through a series of misfortunes, this challenge was not to be THIS TIME, but another
has emerged from the chaos and Sam sits still for no man, French or otherwise!
Here is the whole story of how, why, when and where. Hold on to your seats ladies and
gentlemen, it’s going to be a bumpy ride!

Sam, for those who don’t know, can you tell us a little about
yourself, please?
I know you're smiling asking this question Sarah…starting strong with the questioning. Ok
here goes - I think I am best known for being a SUP racer and quite an enthusiastic one.
Spend five minutes chatting to me, and I will have you signed up for the next GBSUP race,
but I also think I might be a budding adventure paddler as well. SUP racing has taken me all
over Europe, on fantastic adventures with many friends and I want to start extending my
adventurous side but only by giving something back to others, like raising money or
awareness for a great cause: PTSD.

Can you remember the first time you stood on a paddleboard and
how it made you feel and how long have you been paddleboarding?
Believe it or not; I hated it. I had not long since had a bad horse-riding accident damaging
my neck and couldn’t surf. We had a holiday in Portugal lined up, so when we went, I
decided to try this thing called paddleboarding. It was so windy our boards blew off down
the beach and the surfer teaching us was not happy as he was missing the swell rolling in.
He took us up a river that was pretty grotty to be fair, and I decided this was not for me. Fast
forward six months and longing to be on the sea I tried again with Hunstanton Water Sports
on the ocean and was totally hooked – that was back in 2015!
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We know you love paddling
and being on and in the
ocean – how do you feel it
affects you?
This question took me the longest to
answer as it’s so hard to put into words
how it makes me feel. It's not just the
science of the ions around it helping with
the feel-good hormone serotonin. It goes
deeper – I have such a strong connection
to the ocean. Then I realised one of the
main reasons I love it, is that it offers
total freedom… no paths… no stop signs…
no boundaries just an endless playground
of freedom and possibility. What’s not to
love about that – a river forces you to
take a specific path but on the ocean,
you're free to make your own!

You have a thriving business
with Barefoot SUP – what made
you transfer your passion to a
business? Was it a big learning
curve, and who particularly
helped you with that?
I'd been working as a close protection
officer (bodyguard) for 12 years and
worked every summer for the last 10 of
those years. I wasn’t going to miss
another summer of fun, so I decided to

follow my love of the ocean and changed
careers and haven’t looked back since. I
have trained with all the leading UK
companies but am proud to be a Water
Skills Academy instructor – I love their
ethos and adventure courses.

What made you transition from
regular paddleboarder/racer to
adventure paddleboarder?
My aim even as a regular paddler was to
get faster so that I could attend races and
not be last. I had come from a competitive
MMA sporting background, and due to not
being able to fight anymore because of
my neck injury, I needed something to
focus on, and SUP became it. The
adventure side is just taking off I think,
and I love a challenge, and I also love to
see just what I am capable of both
mentally and physically and to raise
money for charities in the process.

You have been documenting
recently that you have been
diagnosed with Complex PTSD
– how does this affect your life?
The strange thing is I have been living
with it for years, so not a lot has changed
in my day-to-day life, although it was a
bit of a shock to find out I had it. I

Not being able to fight
anymore because of my neck
injury, I needed something to
focus on, and SUP became it
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thought what I was experiencing was
anxiety, but it wasn’t a complete surprise to
my family. In one way it's been liberating,
as there is so much I can do to help myself
recover, and in the process, I am determined
to raise awareness about it, so others don’t
suffer alone and in silence. I am fortunate
that I hold a degree in psychology and am
also a qualified counsellor, so I know
academically what is happening in the brain
with trauma, but I am also living life as a
trauma sufferer. My real hope is that I can
bridge the gap and talk about it from both
sides to reach people who may not
understand what is happening to them.

You had a huge challenge
coming up – the double crossing
of the English Channel – were
you ready? We understand the
date has changed – can you let
us know why and what that’s
meant for you?
I was fully prepped and totally chomping at
the bit to get this challenge completed,
training had gone amazingly well, and I
have had the wonderful World Champion
Seychelle coaching me this year. She has
left no stone unturned in helping me get
ready for it. I will continue to train all Winter
to prep for next year. The date is now early
May – it could be even sooner than that and
possibly late April. Thankfully I have the
help of James Salmon from Dover Marine
Services on the case – he deals with
unorthodox crossings and is working with
the French authorities in the hope of getting
the correct permission in place. They are
keen to stress that you can't just turn up
and do this sort of challenge.

How long do you estimate the
challenge would have taken and
what’s the details of the logistics?
I had a 12-hour window in a standard rib and
possibly longer if the boat charter company
can provide me with a boat with
shelter/accommodation, which is one of the
options we are looking at to extend my time
to complete it. The plan is to leave Dover and
head to Calais and take the same route as the
swimmers, which I am pretty excited about.

How did the idea for the double
channel crossing come about
and what is the charity you are
supporting?
After I crossed the Wash, I felt that pang of
wanting to do something bigger. I knew I
could SUP 60kms and the channel isn’t that
much more – about 75-85kms depending on
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the route you take. I am supporting a fantastic
charity Black Dog Outdoors who was introduced to
me by the wonderful adventurer Stacey SmithsonGrey. Their aim is to help people with PTSD access
paddle sports (along with other sports like hiking,
climbing, etc.) They give their time for free, and all
donations go to providing equipment to get people
out. So far, they have purchased 6 new paddleboards
with the funds raised.

Do you feel this may be the start of
your adventure paddling career?
I’m slightly worried that it is! From the moment I
finally completed the Wash unsupported (that took
three years until I got to do it as well!), I’ve been
daydreaming about what’s next. I think there is
already a ‘what’s next’!

Paddlers are always interested in
other people’s kit and why they
choose it? Can you let us know about
your choice of board and paddle
please, Sam?
I am fortunate and extremely grateful to be a part of
the Starboard family and a team rider for them and
SUPs Life who provide all my equipment. Anyone that
knows me knows I have had a bit of a board addiction
over the years and have tried virtually every brand on
the market. During that process, I learnt every trick in
the book, not only to hide them from my husband (he
still thinks I only have two!), but I soon knew there
was a reason why Starboard was the leading brand
and for me, there is no other board for the choppy
channel than the Allstar. I am teaming that with the
Thor from MB Paddles, the brand started by the
powerhouse that is Michael Booth – I love the catch
with this paddle and being more of a power than
cadence paddler it works well for me.

Who would you like to thank
personally for being there for you?
Without a doubt, the single most important person
behind all my crazy ideas and who provides me
with all my support is Steve Rutt, my husband.
Whenever I go to him with an idea or a plan or tell
him, I am off to Europe to race, he just looks at me.
Sometimes with a ‘WTF’ look, but he never stops
me doing what I love doing most, exploring and
paddling (I hope that earns me some points so if
he ever does find my other boards!)

BUT, you have recently had some bad
news about your double crossing to
France - can you let us know what has
happened?
As a double channel crossing has never been
carried out on a SUP, you need special permission
from the French Authorities. Sadly, this hadn’t been
applied for by the company I was using as they too
weren’t aware as it’s never been done before.
It's been a learning curve for everyone.
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How did this affect your mental
health – this trip had been
planned for well over a year now?

life isn’t perfect, things do go off plan, and
it's ok to be sad about it and then carry on.

We are guessing that you are
not letting the double crossing
'disappear', just be postponed?
When might it be likely to
take place?

I was devastated! I won’t lie and say, “Ahh
you know I just got on with it.” I spent
about three days feeling very tearful, angry,
lost but actually gave myself that space to
be sad. A lot of training and planning goes
into something like this. I had missed
seeing friends, cancelled work to train, so it
was a hard pill to swallow, but I am quite
resilient, so I am back to feeling more
positive. You need to have those days when
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James Salmon from Dover Marine Services is
a specialist in unorthodox crossings, which
mine is. There is a meeting taking place over
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You won't believe a
recycled jacket could
feel this good

autumn with the French Authorities in the hope of getting
permission in place to allow me to make the journey back. What
people don’t realise is that the moment your back is turned to
French soil, you are strictly forbidden to cross the channel unless
you have their permission.

So, having been sponsored so well and not
wanting to let anyone down, we hear you have
been investigating a new challenge? Can you
let us know what that is?
I can, and it's going to be ‘organic’. In the next few weeks when
the weather is right, Steve and I are going to head up to John
O’Groats. I have a couple of great contacts – Matt at Paddle Surf
Scotland and Adrian of Breeze SUP Wear who know the area, and I
am going to set off paddling, heading clockwise, no plan – I am
just going to see how far I can get. As anyone will know, now is
not the best time to start a challenge, and I should have started
weeks ago, but all I can do is go and see what happens. If the
weather is terrible, I am going to head home so Steve can work.
When the weather is good, we are going to head up, and I am just
going to paddle. My first aim is to complete roughly 600kms to
the UK border and then who knows? That in itself is a great
adventure, and it gives me longer to raise funds and awareness
around mental health and Complex-PTSD.

What has this meant for you in terms of
practicalities of getting a new challenge off
the ground?
I have had to start from scratch, which has actually been really
good. It's got me all fired up – I love planning, it was my favourite
part of being a close protection officer, but this time I am applying
it to SUP. The equipment is also so different – having a support boat
is one thing – going solo is another. I’ve been sourcing all sorts of
gadgets to keep me safe from radios to emergency response
beacons, tactical clothing, all kinds of goodies – I’ve been like a big
kid in an adventure shop! Oh, and having to have ‘that’ conversation
with Steve to let him know I have ‘another great idea’!

Who has particularly helped you with this? We
know that the SUP community is strong!
The SUP community is fantastic – where do I start. These people are
more than just companies, I’m so lucky they are my friends as well.
Ryan and Sav at SUP Scrub, David Walker at Paddle Logger, Sarah
Thornely aka Supjunkie, Andy Holland at SUPs Life, Paul and Jaz at
Starboard, Seychelle at Paddle Monster, Craig Taberner at Fine
Norwich, Boothy at MB Paddles, Dave Hughes at Moonshine
Eyewear, Stacey Smithson-Grey, Anna Little, Kev Anderson, Phil
May, Phil Plume, Maurice Guy, Sean Rayner, Shelley Richardson and
Sam Sampson, John Matthews (amazing photography), Elaine
Farquharson, Kimberley Stirling, Carolyn Smith (watch out for their
challenges) and all the club members of Barefoot SUP who have put
up with me skipping sessions and my husband for never telling me
‘no it's not possible’. There are loads more – everyone who has
messaged me giving me advice and everyone who's donated…yep
the SUP community is strong and downright bloody extraordinary
so proud to be a part of it! AND of course, SUP Mag UK for covering
my challenge(s).
We wish Sam every success with this new challenge and thank her
for her time in the midst of re-scheduling her adventures. We shall
also look forward to hearing all about the challenges in the future,
together with more news of the double-crossing next year!
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TEREK
Supple, soft and quiet, the three-layer breathable waterproof
fabric of this jacket is made from 100% recycled nylon from
post-industrial waste (Global Recycled Standard certiﬁcate
CU818073). Tread lightly in the Terek jacket.
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Carolyn Smith
OVERCOMING
illness to stand up paddle
Words: Carolyn Smith
Pics: Phil May & Carolyn Smith
How do you cope as a SUP boarder with a rare terminal illness? More so
how do even contemplate a mammoth SUP distance challenge in aid of
charity? We caught up with Carolyn Smith to find out more about her. A
true inspiration if ever there was one.
Tell us how you first discovered SUP and why it appealed?
I followed a lady collecting litter on a SUP board three years ago, and I thought wow I would
love to go and do that. I had just given up hiking to care for my dad, and I was depressed. I
needed adventure closer to home. I googled SUP instructors near me and found my local. It
took me another four months before I booked my first lesson, though.

How was it the first time you stepped aboard?
Not sure you can publish these exact words, but my very first words when I was on the water
was holy ****. I was petrified. I love water but being on water not so much and I didn’t stand
up until my third or fourth lesson. After my first lesson, I was sick, but I loved it.

What makes SUP a particular challenge for you?
To be blunt, SUP can kill me. I have Vascular Ehlers Danlos syndrome (vEDS), a rare condition.
My collagen (the body’s glue) is faulty, which causes my arteries and organs to rupture –
even a sneeze can kill me. My body is a bit like useless, wet tissue paper! It also affects my
skin, muscles, tendons, hair, just everything. One slight knock or fall could seriously damage
me or end things. Vascular eds is life-limiting and life-threatening; it has no cure. In the UK
there are around 260 officially diagnosed people, and in my family, there are two others with
it. So yeah, it’s a massive challenge with SUP.

How does SUP help with your condition?
It helps me mentally. It makes me feel alive and at peace. I do know SUP has made me
stronger and I’ve never been so fit either – fitter than my hiking days.
As for helping my condition, it hasn’t really, and I get told off all the time from my
cardiologist and vEDS consultants to give it up before it kills me. SUP makes me forget I’m ill.
I just become one with the water and nature. Sounds corny but it’s true. I forget I’m dying; I
forget the stress; I forget I’m a full-time carer for my dad; SUP gives me a place to lose myself.

What would you say to encourage others in a similar situation
into trying SUP?
What I would say is to live your life. Give it a try even just once. Be sensible, listen to your
body, and most of all, have fun because it’s so worth it. To those who are chronically or
terminally ill: go for it and have fun. There are means and ways to adapt. Trying SUP was the
best choice I ever made despite my illness.
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Tell us a little about your local
paddling spot and why you love it.
The River Witham: a place called Anton’s
Gowt. It’s a tiny place by a decent size river
with a nice jetty. The River Witham runs
from Lincoln to Boston in Lincolnshire. It’s
beautiful, so peaceful. I love it so much
because of the friendships I’ve made from
learning to paddle there. Oh, and the
kingfishers and all the wildlife is just
amazing. And let’s not forget the pub across
the road from the river! The River Witham
seems to have its wind system, which can be
really annoying or really fun. Some say
rivers are boring, but me and Phil (May from
Yellowbelly SUP School) have had some
fantastic downwind sessions on the river.
Watching the seasons change on the river is
so beautiful too; watching the wildlife grow –
even if it’s just ducks. Recently we watched a
family of Grebes learning to dive – so cool.

What gear are you using?
My board is a 14ft 27-inch wide McConks
Go Race iSUP. I decided on an inflatable
because of falling on a hard board and
rupturing my knee. My paddle is from Loco
and is super lightweight and suits me.
Wetsuits from Rooster Sailing – they are
comfy for my chubbier size.

Anyone help you out with SUP?

Any particular type of training
you’re doing?

Phil, who runs Yellowbelly SUP School is by
my side two to three times a week, and it’s
been like this for the last two years. I also
paddle with some of the Yellowbelly SUP
club members who are fantastic friends.

At the moment we are just consistent on
the mile times. It depends on my health
what training we do. This year hasn’t been
great for my health. Over the winter, we did
excellent training when the river was in full
flow. We have done a five-hour session in
the heat of July to see how I would cope.
Heat plays a massive part in my Vascular
Eds. It went well. Then lockdown and board
changes made things tricky. I train in all
weather, and nothing phases me. I also go
to the gym twice a week but also rest plays
a part. I use a balance board made by
Daddyboards, which was brilliant during
the lockdown.

What’s this SUP challenge we
hear you’re going to undertake?
It’s 32 miles in one day from the Brayford
in Lincoln to Boston along the River
Witham on 26th September 2020. All to
raise money for four different charities
which are RNLI, Calm, Lincs & Notts Air
Ambulance and Annabelle’s Challenge for
Vascular Eds. We will have a tracker on the
boards so you can follow us online which
will be posted on my Facebook page:
Ramblings Of A Broken Hiker, or Phil’s
page: Yellowbelly SUP School.

Do you fancy doing more of
these SUP challenges?
I will do challenges for as long as my body
lets me, and then I will still keep trying.
What I fancy doing is the coast to coast by
foot – coast to coast on a SUP is the top of
my list. The Great Glen is on the list as well,
but I have to be realistic, and I doubt these
will get done without a lot of support.

Who is it with and why?
Phil of Yellowbelly SUP School is going to
be by my side because I wouldn’t trust my
life with anyone else. He has always got my
back, and I’ve got his. I guess we are both
as daft as each other. We also have a roadbased support team who are old friends
from my hiking days.
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Who or what’s your biggest SUP
inspiration and why?
I’m still new to the SUP world, but Phil is a
huge inspiration to me – how he works with
me and how he deals with my terminal
illness. He kept me safe while having a ministroke on the water with him last year. Also,
Sam from Barefoot SUP: the second person I
met from the SUP world, and a meeting I
will never forget. Her amazing strength to go
out there and do it – especially her
challenge she is taking on soon. Life itself
also inspires me because I know how fragile
life is, and it makes me live every moment.

Other than your challenge, what’s
the plan for the rest of 2020?
I have no further plans for this year due to
COVID. It put my challenge back, which was
meant to take place in April, not September.
So for the rest of the year SUP litter picks,
doggie SUP, family time and chilling out –
until I get another mad urge to do
something daft.

Thanks and praise?
Thanks to Phil from Yellowbelly SUP School
for being such a fantastic instructor but
most importantly for being an ace friend.
Thanks to McConks for sorting my
equipment.
Thanks to everyone who has paddled with
me, followed my sup journey, encouraged
me etc. and my friends for always
supporting me.
The most important a huge thanks to my
family for letting me live my life knowing
how it could end, their support means so
much to me.
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A journey back to a new normal
Wo r d s : Ta m s i n Wo o d l a n d . P i c s : I a n Wo o d l a n d

I remembered the lyrics to a song;
“The real troubles in your life,
Are apt to be things that never crossed your worried mind,
The kind that blindsides you at 4pm on some idle Tuesday.”
For me, it was a Monday at 5pm, and my colleague and friend was
breaking the news gently across the consultant’s desk – but this time, I
was on the wrong side.
My mind was an absolute blank, and all I said was, “Oh - I’ve got
to go to my cello lesson.” There were no more words.
So where does SUP fit into my illness? Exercise and water have
always been somewhere in my life. I rowed at university, and my
first job out of medical school was in the seaside town of Poole,
which has been home for 25 years now, with my fellow oarsman
husband and two beautiful daughters. We transitioned from
rowing to sea kayaking and spent most of our free time and
holidays on the water, predominantly in Scotland, Norway
and the Channel Islands. Once the girls reached seven
years old, they had their own boats, and the sea was
our playground.
Our progression to SUP was unexpected. “What’s the
point in that?” we had always said about paddleboards
“You can’t go anywhere!” Then at a kayaking
symposium in Jersey a five years ago, my husband
tried a trip on an inflatable SUP. SUP immediately
hooked us. For me, the ability to put a light board on the
van without assistance or the risk of accidentally putting a
heavy kayak through the passenger window was liberating. My job was
frequently stressful, and I loved being able to spend an hour or so on the
water, just me and my board – freedom.
We got our children some inflatables and then could go out as a family.
Poole has a wealth of paddling spots all year round, the Harbour with
Brownsea Island, the Arne Peninsula, and Christchurch and Wareham
rivers all being on our doorstep. We even joined BaySup, and all did a few
races. Sorry I had to get one photo in of me on the podium with some
fantastic paddlers!
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Now back to the cancer
My breast tumour was large, but I had only
noticed it while paddling in Scotland at
Easter (2019). Being fairly ample chested, it
was difficult to feel – just a subtle change in
shape when I happened to look in the
mirror. The various CT and MRI scans
revealed it had spread to my left underarm
lymph nodes and my back.
Stage 4 cancer. - not great! Do not Google
‘medical ailments’ as you will always think
you are about to die within weeks - no-one
posts any positive stories. I should have
known better as a doctor and spent the
darkest days crying on
my husband’s
shoulder and
dividing up my
meagre jewellery
collection between
my girls. It was
April, and I had
convinced myself I
wouldn’t be seeing
Christmas. I have
never felt so desperate.
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You cannot beat tea and a brownie on a
deserted beach with friends. My paddling
buddy Catherine and her daughter came
out for trips to Old Harry from Sandbanks,
and as I got used to the chemo routine, we
returned to all parts of the Jurassic coast,
including visits to Kimmerage, Lulworth
and Durdle Door.

However, my colleagues at the hospital
were beyond amazing, and within days
there was a treatment plan, and I felt
vaguely back in control. My close friends
and family rallied round, and the kindness
and love I felt in those first few uncertain
weeks were overwhelming. I found I
relished paddling more than ever. The
familiarity and tranquillity of the remote
parts of the harbour gave me a sense of
normality. It also gave me space to sob,
curse and sometimes smile. Being on the
water was therapy, the sea is big, and it
puts you and things into perspective.

Then, due to fortunate timing in my
treatment, and before my sixth and final
dose of the poisons we escaped to the Isles
of Scilly – a last-minute family trip due to
a rare self-catering cancellation, and we
grabbed it. Armed with two hard boards
and two inflatables, we went out from
Penzance on the Scillonian. What a place
to paddle. Based, literally on the beach in
St Marys, we paddled every day and were
in heaven.

Ten days down, ten days up
In between desperately miserable chemo
sessions: where debilitating persistent
vomiting completely incapacitated me for
ten days, I began to paddle again
tentatively. Ten days down, ten days up.
After two sessions, all my hair went – I
looked like my husband, ‘his and hers’
matching hairstyles! Small ‘social’ trips in
the Poole harbour were great – to Mitchells
Boat Yard (South Deep) for a hot drink or to
Lake Yard Marina. I forced myself to
continue even though I was always weary,
and everything tasted horribly metallic.

Sun gods
We went to all the ‘off islands’ with the
girls (who are now competent paddlers)
with the sun god smiling on us. St Martins
was a favourite with a lovely sandy beach
and a top pub and bakery. Someone was
watching over us, as the Scillonian then
broke down for the first time in years, so
we got four extra days at the end of our

unexpected treat. I came back feeling
good for the first time in a few months
ready for the last infusion.
The National Club SUP championships
were in September at Bray Lake. It was
different for me this year but still a
fantastic day out. Our girls stormed to
victory in their U17 and U14 categories,
and I made it round in relatively good
time (having missed my start while
watching my daughter!) which I was
proud of after six rounds of chemo.
Surgery was in early October and consisted
of a total mastectomy and axillary node
clearance, so no paddling for a while, for
fear of infection and obvious
convalescence. The associated chest drain
took a while to come out, which was
frustrating at the time. However, I think
being reasonably strong and fit and feeling
positive undoubtedly helped with recovery.
After taking nodes from under your arm,
lymph tissue scars, known as cording.
Swelling of the arm, due to building up of
lymph fluid can also happen due to a lack
of lymph drainage. Cording is particularly
debilitating as you can’t fully straighten
the arm and it feels tight. It is usually
treated by intensive physio to release it.

Tentative steps
At this stage, I couldn’t paddle, so my
fantastic husband suggested hanging
from the pull-up bar in our garage to
stretch it and ‘ping’ it snapped! From this
moment on I made tentative steps back
on my lovely Mistral (Mr West, I love this
board) It was very odd at first as I was
quite lopsided, but the mental freedom of
being back on the water was bliss.
I’m sure that both my psychological and
physical health benefitted in equal
measure from being out on the water
again. Space and the familiar paddling
movement came back naturally, and my
poor body began to heal. Finally, I was
zapped with radiotherapy for three weeks
in December, leaving me blistering with
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Lighthouse where grey fur seals were
abundant and a close-up encounter with a
common dolphin. A great paddle, but it needs
a bit of tidal planning and an acceptable
weather window.

radiation burns. (A spell in hospital midDecember on a drip didn’t help) All that
remains of visible cancer now is a
metastasis on one of my vertebrae. To slow
any growth and hopefully stop recurrence, I
am on medication. These currently make
me feel 20 years older than I am. My joints
ache so badly each morning and have all
the agility and speed of a sloth. But once on
a paddleboard, I seem to forget the pain
and the familiar repetitive stroke eases me
back to a new normal.

Get out there and keep
on living your best life
whatever form it takes.

Autumn
We are now heading to autumn again, my
back metastasis is stable, and I have been
referred for stereotactic ablation treatment
in Oxford. Every three months, I will have CT
and MRI scans. Every three months, I will
have to manage days of severe anxiety,
waiting for the results and fear that it has
spread. It is a new normal, but I am lucky as
I can continue doing what I love with the
people I love.

We had a few select holidays planned for
2020, to make up for 2019 where birthdays
and our 20th wedding anniversary passed
uncelebrated. Then came COVID. Weeks and
weeks of rather annoying beautiful, sunny,
warm, windless days drifted by. When the
restrictions finally lifted, my hair was growing
back, and we were out around the harbour
many times a week. With our July planned
SUP destination of Croatia off-limits, we did
manage to get Cornwall at the end of summer.
We paddled some of the dramatic coastlines
including a sneaky trip out to Longships

I wrote this article to highlight that paddling
is such a fantastic sport. It isn’t just about
challenging exercise or racing but so much
more, whether it’s relaxation, exploring,
therapy or just time and fun with family and
friends. I hope it does not come across as
indulgent as it is such a personal journey,
but I did find it quite cathartic to write.
I wanted to express thanks to the NHS, my
Consultants and of course, to my beautiful
family and friends. There are many curve
balls thrown at us in life, and I imagine
many paddlers find absolute peace in being
on the water in times of uncertainty. I also
hope I have shared a couple of top paddling
spots which have given me so much in the
last 18 months.

“I hope you still feel small when you stand beside the ocean
Whenever one door closes I hope one more opens
Promise me that you’ll give faith a fighting chance
And when you get the choice to sit it out or dance
I hope you dance.”

Info: www.knowyourlemons.com
Sponsored by the NHS
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The home of the most eco-friendly iSUPs in the world…

Share the ocean, own the adventure.
@sealionboards
https://www.sealionboards.com

Knowledge is…
…
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…

POWER
The thoughts of Becky Dickinson (SUP Becks)
and the SUP ladies of the south west…
Words & photos: Becky Dickinson
Love at first sight
It was summer 2012, a picture popped up on my Facebook feed, it was a
long looking surfboard and my friends Guy & Matt were standing on it,
gliding across the sunny Sidmouth coastline in Devon. What is this
magical thing, I thought? It wasn't long after that Guy opened his SUP
school in Sidmouth (Jurassic Paddle Sports). I got down there as soon as I
could and tried this new sport out for myself. What did it feel like? It felt
magical! I had finally found the water sport I felt comfortable with.
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I have come across yet!) and pretty easy to
get the hang of once you master the
balance. A sport where you can paddle to
remote coves, uncover secret beaches and
escape the crowds. No noisy engine, just the
sound of the water rippling under the board,
now that’s what I am talking about!

A problem the industry faces
When I was looking for my first board, there
were not as many iSUPS on the market as
there are now, making my decision process
in finding a board pretty easy. Fast forward
eight years and the market has exploded,
so much choice and so many great
companies. However, for every fabulous
company, there’s a not so fabulous one.
With such a fast-growing sport, it’s no
wonder that people want a slice of the
market, but it’s created an enormous
problem: An abundance of poorly made
inflatable paddleboards.
I have always been a water baby but never
found a sport that genuinely excited me. My
Dad was a keen windsurfer growing up. He
spent many days on the cold lakes of West
Yorkshire (yep, I am a Yorkshire lass at
heart)! My Mum grew up in Bournemouth,
spending much of her time sailing around
Studland Bay, so I suppose that’s where the
love of the water has come from.

Head online, choose one of the many SUP
manufacturers in China, pick a pre-designed
board, upload a logo and pick some colours
to customise the paddleboard. Boom,
paddleboard brand created and shipment of
boards is on their way for a relatively low
cost. DONE. So what’s wrong with this?
What’s wrong with poorly made iSUPS
entering the market?

I sailed as a kid in Exmouth at weekends at
the legendary Spinnakers Sailing School
and feel lucky that the owners, Steph and
Eric Bridge (they now own Edge
Watersports) passed on an immense wealth
of knowledge of water safety, some of
which I can still remember!

Apart from the fact they give the rider an
uncomfortable ride, the environmental and
safety impact is becoming a huge problem.
Poorly made paddleboards are not made to
last and this means there’s going to be a
horrible amount of plastic floating around
our oceans in the future from discarded
cheaply made boards that have broken
and/or not fit for purpose.

For years I tried to get into surfing. My
boyfriend is a keen surfer and teaches surfing
in his spare time and has tried on several
occasions to get me back on my surfboard.
However, my idea of the perfect surf is warm
water, clean small waves and no one around
(don’t get much of that in the south west)! In
surfing it feels like there is a pecking order, a
hierarchy, a hostile environment in specific
line-ups. I don’t enjoy it.

This summer I have witnessed just how
unsafe these boards are, I was sat next to one
which exploded – luckily the owners were not

Then came along paddleboarding, such an
inclusive sport. So friendly, no barriers to
entry. No bias towards men or women (that

No noisy engine, just the
sound of the water
rippling under the board,
now that’s what I am
talking about!
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paddling on it at the time! Some of these
companies have great marketing and
advertising, making it hard for the
consumer to make the right decision.
Fancy pictures, fake testimonials and
technological jargon is clouding the
water. Since starting my paddleboarding
account on Instagram, I have been
overwhelmed with the number of people
asking for advice on boards.

As the famous words go, ‘knowledge is
power’, it’s with these final words, I
leave you with some SUP tips from the
paddleboarding ladies of the south west:

Dani from Plymouth
“Always let someone know where you are
going, even if you are going out with friends.”
Favourite bit of kit: waterproof phone
case!
Favourite paddle spot: Drake’s Island or
South Milton Sands.

WhatsApp group for ladies
It was this that led me to create a
WhatsApp group for ladies based in
Devon/Cornwall along with a Facebook
group for paddleboarders in Devon. We
meet up, and we share advice on
boards, we share experiences and
knowledge which we in turn share with
others. It’s been lovely meeting new
people in the south west to paddle with.
Still, more importantly, it’s been
rewarding giving out advice to
beginners and people entering the sport
from our own experiences, so we can
help combat the issues this fastgrowing industry faces.

Rachel from Somerset

We’re going to try and organise some
‘ask the expert’ sessions, get brands we
trust involved and help spread good
advice and safety knowledge to people
entering the sport. It’s fantastic that it’s
a sport so easy to join, but with the
number of rescues this summer, there’s
a safety awareness issue that needs
addressing.
I hope that someone reading this,
perhaps in a different region is doing a
similar thing or will start, and together
we can spread the knowledge to keep
the sport safe and enjoyable for all!

Eden from Devon
“Always make sure you have your phone
with you! You never know what could
happen, no matter how much experience
you have.”
Favourite bit of kit: probably my GoPro 7,
perfect for getting all the shots.
Favourite paddle spot: Seaton Estuary.

Holly from South Devon
“Always check conditions... tide and wind!
The tide might be going out, but the wind
will pull you back!”
Favourite bit of kit: my waterproof phone
case for safety and the beautiful things
you’ll see! And a bottle of water!
Favourite paddle spot: Burgh Island.

“Get used to falling in and getting back on
the board, and if the prospect of falling in
scares you each time you head out jump in
to reassure yourself that it’s fine (but make
sure you have the correct clothing for the
conditions).”
Favourite bit of kit: I have a karabiner
clipped on to my board which allows me to
carry more on longer paddles.
Favourite paddle spot: Grand Western
Canal, Tiverton.

“Keep a base layer style top in your dry bag
in case you’re chilly after falling in, Respect
the sea, go on a safety course!”
Favourite paddle spot: Changes all the
time, currently Helford Passage!

Lauren from Plymouth

Anna from Devon

“It maybe called stand up paddleboarding,
but kneeling and sitting are also great
(especially if it’s windy/choppy/you’re tired!)”
Favourite bit of kit: carbon fibre paddle
because it is sooooo light!
Favourite paddle spot: currently
Pentewan Beach.

“Everyone has to start somewhere, book a
lesson to learn the basics and have fun!”
Favourite bit of kit: waterproof phone
case and waterproof bag.
Favourite paddle spot: Europe – Lake
Annecy & Lake Bled. UK – River Dart &
South Devon coast.

Karen from Okehampton

My bit of advice:

“Laugh at yourself, fall in, get up, giggle,
jump in, paddle, stand on one leg. Get a
lesson to start and get to know your local
spot. Tides, wind, current, weather.”
Favourite bit of kit: my waterproof 13l
bag and my leash.
Favourite paddle spot: Summerleaze Bude

Don’t rush into buying your paddleboard.
Everyone is different, and we suit other
things, sizes, shapes. So if you can, try a
board out before buying it.
Favourite bit of kit: my Red PFD and
trusty GoPro.
Favourite paddle spot: it’s a secret;).

Julia from Exeter

Lauren

Eden
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Women
in SUP
How women are becoming the fastest-growing
demographic for stand-up paddleboarding

Words & pics: Vikki Weston
When I started She SUPs in August 2019, my mission was to
find ways to increase the number of women on the water.
Based on my personal experience as a female paddler, I always
found myself outnumbered by male paddlers whenever I
ventured out paddling. This left me often feeling vulnerable,
self-conscious and often disappointed that so many women
were missing out on the incredible adventures available right
on our doorstep.
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Stories of epic water-based expeditions were often those of men, spotting a female
paddler as I paddled down a river was a novelty rather than normality, and this all didn’t
sit right with me.
While society continues to take steps towards complete gender equality, in many
countries and cultures, deeply-rooted discriminatory social norms and stereotypes
remain barriers to women pursuing or participating in adventurous activities/outdoor
sports. From my primary research, I learnt many women thought about going paddling
but weren’t seeing their thoughts through as they didn’t know where to go or who with.
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She SUPs

much as possible, SUP provides an ideal
outlet. There’s no need for fancy equipment
or a prerequisite to have a certain level of
strength or skill; anyone can attempt to SUP
in calm water with friends.

As a response, I created She SUPs, aimed to
empower women and girls through SUPrelated education, lower entry barriers by
designing unique SUP experiences and
social paddles exclusively for women, and
cultivate a strong supportive network of
like-minded SUP-loving women. They can
connect with and inspire each other to hit
the water, and gain all of the incredible
mental and physical benefits that being on
the water brings.

The introduction of inflatable stand-up
paddleboards also means that previous
barriers of having a suitable vehicle to
transport your vessel, having the strength to
carry your boat to/from the water and/or
having somewhere to store your vessel
shatters. With an iSUP, you can pump up
and go.

Fast forward 12 months, and a global
pandemic seems to have given my mission
of getting more women onto the water a
helping hand. As COVID19 has shaken the
world upside down, one positive side has
been the impact it has had on many
people’s desire to be outside and explore
further within their local area. With this
attitude change towards the outdoors,
many now explore activities like SUP and
paddlesports for the first time. Meaning not
only are we seeing the SUP gender statistics
changing, but women are becoming the
fastest-growing demographic for stand-up
paddleboarding (woohoo!)

The mind of a woman
Next up, let’s dive into the mind of a woman.
Often in the space of 60 seconds, my mental
narrative may go a little something like: “If I
cook the chicken tonight, then we can have
the leftover veggies for lunch tomorrow. Did I
put deodorant on today? Oh, bugger, my
sister’s birthday is coming - must buy a
present. After my 11am meeting, I’ll put on
some washing so that I can take it out at 12
before I go for lunch. I must check on my
elderly neighbour; she may be lonely. Oh,
and after that, I should do some yoga as I
haven’t done exercise in the past three
days." Exhausted? Yep, me too.

So what is it that has caused this sudden
shift in perspective and adoption of the
sport by women?

Yet when we hit the water, this narrative
fades away into the gentle metronome of
splashes and ripples in the water. Paddling
occupies your mind as you focus on the
movement of the water beneath your board,
the tingle in your toes as they grip onto the
deck pad, the birds flying overhead and
your shoulders sinking lower as the stresses
of the day to day fade away. As you paddle
two strokes, one side and two strokes the
other, your body receives a release of
endorphins from the gentle repetitive
movement. Meanwhile, exposure to sunlight

‘Naturally good at it’
Firstly, women are realising they are
‘naturally good at it’ and therefore once
tried; they are adopting the sport like an old
friend. I’d heard others in the industry
mention that women were ‘naturally’ better
at SUP than men, and I had undoubtedly
witnessed some evidence of this when
teaching mixed-gender beginners classes.
Still, according to the research, it’s less
nature, more nurture.
Generally, in society, young girls find
themselves building on their balance skills
from the moment they can stand, through
activities like hopscotch, jump rope and
dance. These activities promote the practice
of balance from a very young age and
creating a strong foundation for balance skills
from which to develop. In contrast, boys
(typically) don’t spend a lot of time doing
these things when young and therefore have
less developed balance skills when older. The
moral of the story, women, jump on a SUP
and can find their sea legs a lot quicker than
guys. (There is a lot more to explore here
regarding average body size and weight etc.,
but we’ll pick that back up another time!)
Secondly, SUP is incredibly accessible. At a
time when everyone is looking for ways to
explore their local area and get outside as
97
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So what is it that has
caused this sudden
shift in perspective and
adoption of the sport
by women?

is helping your skin produce vitamin D,
boosting production of serotonin and
melatonin which in turn, improves your
mood, increases your energy and helps for
better sleep. No wonder we keep coming
back for more!
Finally, I want to share a massive shout out
to all of the women across the world,
sharing their SUP adventures on social
media. There are the expedition leaders and
record-holders such as Lizzie Carr, Fiona
Quinn, Sian Sykes, Fiona Wylde, Seychelle
Webster and Cal Major, to name a few.
These legends are standing up for what
they believe in, setting records and making
headlines undefined by gender. But most
importantly, a huge shout out to the
fantastic everyday adventurers who are
heading out on their local waterways with
dogs, kids and friends. Who are taking
selfies with cows, videos of SUP picnics and
sharing their adventures big and small?

Traditionally male-led

more women are taking up SUP than ever
before, but this is only the beginning.

So more women are on the water – that’s
awesome! Job done? Unfortunately not. As
a traditionally male-led industry, there is
still a lot more work to do to get this
industry truly gender-equal. From
designing gear with women in mind (unisex
SUP pants with a codpiece or crotch cup are
not good enough!) to the way, we teach
SUP. Have you considered how you’d teach
self-rescue when jumping belly first onto
the centre of the board, is out of the
question for a woman with a larger bust?

Vikki Weston
Vikki Weston is the founder of She SUPs,
an all women’s SUP community. She
SUPs’ aims to empower women and girls
through SUP education, lower barriers
to entry by designing unique SUP
experiences exclusively for women, and
cultivate a strong supportive network of
like-minded SUP-loving women from
around the world that can inspire each
other to hit the water, and gain all of the
incredible mental and physical benefits
that being on the water brings. You can
find out more by visiting
www.shesups.com.au, search for She
SUPs on YouTube or by following
@shesups_ on Instagram.

I encourage ladies taking up
paddleboarding to speak up about their
needs and those in the industry to listen. I
will certainly continue my mission to raise
and address these needs via She SUPs,
through my blogs, consulting and sharing
the stories of others via social media. Yes,

Thanks to you, more women than ever are
being inspired to try paddleboarding and
are consequently falling in love with it,
gaining all of the mental and physical
benefits being on a board brings.
Additionally, we (as a collective) are
organically diversifying media imagery
within the SUP industry. Today brands
across the world rely on user-generated
content, so with more women taking to the
water and sharing their experiences across
the social channels (don’t forget to tag
@shesups_ when you do!) brands are
naturally sharing more images of women.
More importantly, real women, of all shapes,
sizes, colours, ages and backgrounds.
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Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP YogaSUP
£579.00

£599.00

£649.00

£629.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

Cruiser Full Carbon
£799.00
Race

11'x30.5"x6"
£1250.00
Weight-15.5KG
Length-12’6” & 14’
Volume-230lt
Width-25”& 23”
12'6"x31"x6"
Depth to 8.5”
Weight-16.5KG
Weight-10.5 & 11.5kg
Volume-247lt
Volume-275 & 300L
www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/

For more information, go to:
rnli.org/safety/choose-youractivity/stand-up-paddle-boarding
List of lifeguarded beaches:
rnli.org/find-mynearest/lifeguarded-beaches
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Interview with…

Elle Veale
Interview: Nick Ayers
Photos: Sarah Thornley (SUPjunkie) and the RNLI
RNLI Water Safety Lead Nick Ayers interviews RNLI lifeguard, and
Great Britain youth team Stand Up Paddleboarder Elle Veal, 19.
So when you say introduced in the club
environment, was that aimed around
safety, the sports side or both?
It was a way of having fun in the sea but
also learning about the ocean with a safety
aspect as well, knowing the dangers,
spotting rips, hazards and dealing with
things like surf. This then opened up the
racing door of SUP and the introduction to
becoming a beach lifeguard with the RNLI.

Hi Elle, last time we saw each other was at
Bay SUP qualifiers for the ISA champs El
Salvador. So you work at Ocean Sports
Centre in Cornwall. What do you do there?
I work in the hire section of the centre but
recently qualified in coaching and teaching
so I can now lead sessions and lessons for
people who want to get into SUPing.
How busy has it been recently at the
centre for lessons and hire?
It’s been closed during the lockdown, and
recently we have seen a vast increase in
numbers and people wanting lessons, it's
been crazy busy every day where kayaks and
SUPs have been rented out all day, every day.

So you were lucky enough to join the GB
paddleboard team out in China in 2018
at the ISA world champs, was that your
most significant achievement to date?
Definitely, although I can’t remember
exactly qualifying! It was all a blur. I do
remember, it was a sweltering day in
Bournemouth, and I competed in the
technical race - 4 x 1-2km laps around
buoys, in and out through the surf with a run
transition - to qualify for the youth team and
claiming an open spot on the team too. My
main focus though was on that youth team.

Are those people who have never tried it
or people wanting to hone their skills?
I’d say about 80% of the people coming
down to hire equipment or have a lesson have
never tried kayaking or SUPing before in their
life. The other 20% are people who have done
a bit but want to learn a few more skills.
Nick: That’s great from an RNLI point of
view as we always encourage anyone taking
up water sports, especially SUP is to go
down to your local rental or lesson centre
and learn from a qualified coach/teacher to
gain that expert knowledge.

Qualifying for China was crazy. I had
prepared and trained up to that point in
June, then had until December to prepare
myself for the World Championships. My
coach Glen then upped my training and
hammered me to get 12 sessions per week
in consisting of SUP, gym work, running and
swimming! All different kind of sessions
from long-distance paddling to get my
stamina up and shorter ones to practice
that fast, sharp racing.

How did you get involved in SUP and
ocean life in general?
Well I grew up in Cornwall, and my dad is a
local fisherman and surfer himself, so I
naturally was introduced into that lifestyle.
I’ve pretty much been in the water since I
was born. I later joined Hale Surf Lifesaving
Club attended the sessions there, continued
surfing with my dad and then a friend of
mine introduced me to Glen Eldridge at
Ocean Sports. I then got into SUP at the age
of 13/14, where I work now. And just started
in the club for fun and gradually got
involved that way.
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What was your favourite session in the
lead up to the world champs?
Well, I loved doing starts and short sprints,
and Glen would make me start then 60 max
strokes then easy back and repeat 20 times!
And off the water, I was doing a lot of gym
work which enabled me to use my muscles
correctly and using different muscles that I
didn’t know I had!
u

k

permitted to run in groups of up to five with
one instructor, so that’s put a bit of a block
on things. But otherwise, the sports side of
SUP has been growing for sure.

Elle's top tips for beginners:
Go with someone else; it’s way better and
more enjoyable. Others can raise the alarm
too if something goes wrong like losing a
paddle or a board etc. I never used to like
training on my own anyway. The other big
tip, especially here in Cornwall is to only go
out in conditions where you feel
comfortable and competent. Never push or
test your limits in something new, always
build into it gradually. Start on calm days.
They are much better days.
Any strange experiences in China that
you will remember? I know I will never
forget seeing chicken feet kebabs!
I think just everything. Food culture and
getting around the place was all an eyeopener to me as I had never been to that
side of the world before, so going with dad
was cool.
So after China, how was life? Were you
still training?
I gave myself a break and just ticked over
really. You cannot stop completely;
otherwise, it’s way too hard to get back into
it. I got back into had training again in April
to qualify for the next world champs in El
Salvador, which I qualified for too. But I
didn’t go in the end as we did not send a
team out there.

What have you got going on now? You
mentioned before that you are working
towards your teaching qualifications.
Yeah, so I just recently qualified to teach
SUP, and I regularly teach at the centre with
people who come to the beach then also
allowing me to give back to the club kids
and help teach them. Using my lifeguard
knowledge, I can share safety messages,
but I can also share my racing background.
The dream is to teach and work abroad with
my boyfriend, who is a surf teacher in
places like Costa Rica. I’m not sure we will
be heading anywhere soon though.

A lot of people don’t realise the physical
challenges of SUPing or kayaking, take the
time to build your fitness up, and stamina
up don’t go crazy at the start, find a club or
a lesson provider and get involved in the
community aspect too.
I would say practise launching off the
beach and paddling through the surf or out
to the back of the break then turning and
maybe even catching the white water in
and repeating that a few times. It's like the
technical training I used to do with Glen at
the club where he’d make us do a series of
repeats out and round the buoys. This got
my knowledge of the waves, confidence on
the board up and other skills like riding a
wave etc. which in turn makes your
paddling a whole lot more enjoyable.

In terms of life at the club and ocean
sports centre are there a few kids coming
through? Have you seen an increase?
Last year we had as many kids as we were
allowed and this year has seen us only

RNLI safety tips:
•

Wear a leash and hold onto your
board if you get into trouble – it
will help you float.
Carry a means of calling for help
on your person.
Try to choose a lifeguarded beach
and make sure you launch and
recover between the black and
white chequered flags.
Tell someone else where you’re
going and when you’ll be back –
they can raise the alarm if you are
overdue.
Check the weather forecast, tide
times and avoid offshore winds.
Wear a personal floatation device
and suitable clothing.
Try to paddle with someone else.
If you or anyone else gets into
trouble call 999 and ask for the
Coastguard.

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
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Blackfish Paddles
Passion. Quality. Performance
High Quality, Hand Crafted
Carbon SUP Paddles

We design, manufacture & distribute
high quality, handcrafted SUP
paddles.All our blades and handles
are handcrafted in our factory in
Thailand using the highest quality
materials. Our manufacturing
processes ensure your paddle will
not only look great but will provide
an exceptional paddling experience.
www.blackfishpaddles.com www.getonthewater.co.uk/blackfish
Distributed in the UK and Europe by UK Watersports Ltd blackfish@ukwatersportsltd.co.uk

Robson, Zegul and Tahe Marine products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk
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A TUB

thumping

crossover
a different way to train for SUP

Words: Tez Plavenieks
Pics: Fi & Tez Plavenieks, Nick Kingston and James Jagger
We’re always trying to do different things here at SUPM – it keeps
things fresh. There's also more than one way to skin a cat, as the
saying goes…That much is true with the following article about how
a seemingly unrelated pastime can help massively with one chap's
stand up paddleboarding. The synergy is tangible…

Mental health

Playing the drums has been my lifeline on
numerous occasions - much more than
any watersport discipline. And that’s
saying something the amount I do get wet.
Bashing tubs since the age of five it’s an
activity that’s been a constant in my life.
And with 2020 playing out the way it has especially during spring’s COVID lockdown
– I’d have gone mad had it not been for
drums and drumming. Maybe it’s a fear of
standing still, but day to day I need
something physical, fun and engaging to
help me through. A gym just doesn’t cut
the mustard.

Before I get into the actual physical
crossover comparisons of drums/SUP the
subject of mental health should be
mentioned. As with anything, this needs to
be ‘trained’. With anxiety in the mix, a release
is necessary. And a physical one at that.
There’re countless sources of info about the
well-being benefits of surfing. SUP is just the
same. When positive endorphins are needed
to chase away the bad, there’s nothing better
than simply going for a float. But as
mentioned already, 2020 has been unusual.
When lockdown restrictions came into force
swinging a paddle wasn’t available. So in
stepped me old faithful mate: drum kit. If it
wasn’t for the ability to head off and tap out
a few beats – even if just for 20 minutes or so
– those anxious feelings would possibly have
become far harder to deal with. Equilibrium
returns and the ability to deal with life in a
calmer manner (hopefully) prevails.

But for me, drums are much more than a
discipline in its own right (and I use the
term discipline purposely). As a physical
player, I can quickly work up a sweat
chopping beats. It’s been suggested the
constant movement of limbs, whilst
bashing tubs, across an hour-long sesh can
burn around 250 odd calories – more so
when playing live and you get caught up in
the moment. Yet from a cross-training
point of view there’s more to it than that.

I appreciate mental health issues vary in
their seriousness. It’s not that easy for
everyone to quell that chemical imbalance.
But having something physical like
SUP/drums (or similar) may help.

SUP and drumming share some common
traits, believe it or not.
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Posture

core then gives the ability to become a more
efficient paddler. For me, it makes me a better
drummer and helps things like stamina and
the ability to play for more extended periods.
But like everything, if you don’t exercise your
core, then it starts to fall short. Sitting on a
drum throne, twirling a pair of sticks, allows
my core fitness to be maintained, so I’m
ready for that next SUP sesh.

With both stand up and drumming a correct
posture is the only way to achieve efficient
performance - whatever your level. If your
body’s not correctly aligned, then you can’t
‘play’ right.
Slouching, as we all do (born of too
sedentary a lifestyle), only increases bad
habits. Every part of both disciplines is
affected by good (or bad) posture. This also
knocks on to core strength.

Rhythm, timing, cadence
Playing the drums is ALL about rhythm and
timing. Drum kit gymnastics is well and
good, but if you can’t lay a four to floor beat
and play for the music (rather than
yourself), it sounds messy. Many don’t
possess an inbuilt metronome, but that’s OK
as there are manmade types you can play to
that will help build your rhythm and timing.
They’re both skills that can be developed, a
personal style following close behind.

Core strength
SUP is widely touted as being one of THE
best things for core strength improvement.
For athletes of any sport, having a strong
core is the Holy Grail. There’s a huge
emphasis placed on improving core
strength performance; the better it is, the
better an active he/she will be. It doesn’t
matter what level you’re at (beginner,
intermediate or advanced) your core will aid
stand up paddling no end. It’s the same
with bashing tubs.

SUP is also about rhythm and timing – even
recreational paddling on the flat. A steady
cadence of stroke, with efficient timing and
solid rhythm, will not only see paddlers
expend less energy your body will thank you

A good posture leads to being able to
strengthen your core. Strengthening your
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muchly.. The forces exerted on limbs and
muscles during each bury of the blade are
quite significant. Developing a good sense of
rhythm and timing will help alleviate stress.
You can see that both activities, therefore,
feed off one another – the more it’s practised,
the better both disciplines become.

Hand-eye coordination, using
your head
Being able to place your paddle blade in
precisely the right spot of water, at exactly
the right moment is a skill that’ll aid the
previous point about rhythm, timing and
cadence. This is also the case when sticking
correctly during a drum session. If you
miss-hit, you miss a beat. Missing a beat
with SUP will see a stumble and loss of pace.
In both scenarios, your rhythm, timing and
cadence will become disrupted. Developing
your hand-eye coordination is imperative,
and tub thumbing helps me greatly with
this (it also knocks on to my other
watersports hobbies).
One of the biggest tools in our arsenal is the
head – everything follows its direction of
travel. Using this to our advantage when
SUPing is vital. I often see stand up paddlers
shoe gazing, which isn’t very useful. A polite
nudge to get them to lift their head yields
much better results. When travelling around
a drumset during a fill, for instance, the head
turning in the direction of travel will see that
hickory land in the exact place intended.

‘Training’
Training can be a daunting word for many.
It conjures up the sweating and grunting of
hard work gum sessions. Yet we all need to
‘train’ to some extent if we want to remain
tip-top for SUP – especially as we get older.
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There’s an extensive library of drum sounds
and realistic kits, some of which are
customisable. And the sound of the KT-200
is bang on. It’s also easy to assemble and
breakdown for transport.
As a crossover SUP training tool and
electronic drum kit in its own right, KAT’s
KT-200 works for me. It keeps me sharp
and tuned for the next time I get on the
water paddling. For those of you looking for
a complementary activity, maybe this
could work for you. If not, there’re plenty of
other fun things with SUP synergy. Have a
nose around and who knows what you’ll
discover – you may have already found it.
Of course, if you’re a dedicated athlete –
maybe pro – looking to podium then you’ll
need to train correctly, which will most likely
see you in the gym in tandem with many a
long period SUPing. For those of us realworld types finding something alternative (if
you’re not fond of smashing weights) is a
way to train in a fun way. And even pros will
need to offset their routines to stay sharp
and engaged. Some of the best sportspeople
in the world acknowledge variety is a good
way to keep focused and make those
arduous fitness sessions more bearable.
For me, playing the drums is one way to
stay on my game. I’m not pro by any
means, but as I advance in years, I want to
be able to milk every ounce of enjoyment
out of my water time. As much as I get wet
regularly, there are still days I don’t
manage it. Bashing tubs is, therefore, an

easy way to pop something physical in the
bag which knocks on to my stand up
paddleboarding sessions - and in fact, all
my other watery shenanigans. The trick is
finding what works for you. It could be
cycling or running or whatever. If it ticks
the box and you enjoy it then great.

KAT Percussion KT-200
A big thanks to KAT Percussion who helped
with this article by letting me use their new
KT-200 digital drum kit. I have a long and
fruitful relationship with KAT’s e-kits having
played a KT3 for a while.
The KT-200, finished in black, looks proper
stealth. A bunch of new features, such as
the mesh head snare drum, and more
responsive playing experience will see the
set find favour with many.
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d i r e c t o r y
GO

WITH THE FLO

SUP
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Year-round paddle board adventures in berks/hants.
Tuition/tours/pilates – www.gowith-the昀o.co.uk

Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360
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NAMASTE
on the water

Words: Julia Hofgartner
Photos: Sebastian Schoeffel &
Julia Kaffka
Water is the driving force of all nature, and nowhere is this
more apparent than on a SUP. Nothing quite beats filling your
lungs with the fresh air and taking a moment to look around, relishing
in the health and wellbeing powers that we can take from our
surroundings. It’s invigorating, revitalizing and absolutely within your reach.

One form of movement that comes into its own on a SUP is Yoga. A favourite amongst elite athletes and mere
mortals, it collects the mind, body and soul, injecting them with a certain ‘je ne sais quoi’ that keeps us coming
back for more.
Julia Hofgartner teaches yoga and SUP yoga classes in Vienna. She loves the water and being outside in nature.
“My first SUP Yoga lesson ever was in Gili Trawangan, Indonesia. I had never heard about SUP Yoga, and it
was all new to me. I fell in love with it from the get-go, and that’s why I will never forget that
experience. I’m a huge fan of the Fanatic Fly Air Fit and Platform. It would be best if you had
a place where you can fix the boards, giving the possibility to lead the class where
everyone has a clear view. SUP Yoga is for everyone. People who are new to yoga
can start with an easy lesson. People who already have a lot of
experience can take it to a new level. It allows for more
challenging postures and tests your balance!”

Julia Hofgartner going through her routine
Photo: Sebastian Schoeffel
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Theresa Brackmann
Photo: Sebastian Schoeffel
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Gina Weber
Photo: Sebastian Schoeffel
Seven reasons why you
should try SUP Yoga by
Julia Hofgartner
Julia teaches yoga and SUP yoga
classes in Vienna (www.supyoga.at).
She loves the water and being outside
in nature. In this article, she talks about
why everybody should try SUP yoga:
The first time I tried SUP Yoga was in
Indonesia. I fell in love immediately,
because my two passions, yoga and
water, got together.
While talking to people about SUP yoga,
you notice absolute respect. People think
they are not able to do this and quite
often the reaction is, “I can’t even stand
on this thing; how should I be able to
practice a yoga pose on it?” It isn’t that
difficult as it looks and the worst that
could happen is a fresh cooling. There
are seven reasons why you should try
SUP yoga this summer!

Danique van Oosterhout
Photo: Sebastian Schoeffel
2. You move in the fresh air
and nature

afterwards, and you will see it will
work much better!

One of my favourite reasons. Surrounded
by nature and beautiful scenery, yoga is a
lot more fun. Furthermore, you never
know what’s expecting you. Perhaps you
spot animals during your yoga lesson
next to you, wind and waves surprise you,
or you find yourself right in the middle of
a fantastic sunset. Every lesson is
different, and it's always a new adventure.

3. Your balance will improve

Getting lost in your thoughts isn’t
possible in a SUP yoga session. You are
going to be present and ultimately in the
moment because you don’t want to fall
off your board. Therefore you definitely
will have to be more focused than during
a regular yoga class.

This reason surprises you. Maybe on
your first yoga lesson on a SUP board, it
feels like you are completely unbalanced
and you are only fighting with the
gravity. But actually, your balance will
enormously improve after every session.
Try a few balance positions on land
t

a

n

d

u

If you practice yoga for a relatively long
time, it can happen that you are getting
bored by some asanas. SUP yoga is
going to give you new energy. Positions,
which are extremely easy on land, could
be a new challenge on water.

5. Water is calming

1. You are forced to be present

s

4. It’s a challenge

p

Indeed, you have been on the sea or lake
once, looked on the water and felt how
you got more and more relaxed. Water has
a calming effect, which also affects you
while doing SUP yoga. Maybe you don’t
feel this during your lesson, but latest if
you swing on some little waves during
Savasana with the locks, you will notice.
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Fanatic SUP yoga platform
Photo: Julia Kaffka
6. Your core muscles get
activated
Because of the steady attempt of your body
to keep the balance your muscles are
getting activated. Most sure you will gain
muscle aching on the next day from
positions, which are usually no problem for
you. So especially for your core muscles,
SUP yoga is excellent training.

7. It’s a lot of fun
Last but not least, the most crucial reason –
SUP yoga is a lot of fun. If one of the boards
is shaking a little more, this releases a chain
reaction, and usually at least one of the SUP
yogis drop into the water. There is no other
yoga lesson where you will laugh more. This
often results in new friendships between the
yogis, because swimming pulls you together.

SUP yoga in Vienna city
Are you curious? Yoga and Juliet are
offering SUP yoga lessons the whole
summer at the Vienna City Beach Club on
the old Donau every Saturday. You should
check it out if you are around!
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Doing a

Desmond

Michelle and I would encourage everyone to explore the Desmond
Family Trail, by water, foot or cycle. To follow our SUP journeys:
www.facebook.com/melandmichellepaddle/
To find out about Mind: www.mind.org.uk/
To find out more about the Desmond Family Trail:
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/enjoy-the-waterways/canoeingand-kayaking/coast-to-coast-canoe-trail-and-relay
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Coast to coast along the
Desmond Family Trail
Words: Melanie Joe Pics: Michelle Ellison
There’s been much SUP distance paddling taking place
this year, another of which is this story from Melanie and
Michelle. If you’ve been considering similar then perhaps
this may serve as inspiration for you to get on it.
“Watch out; they will take you down.” On a 162-mile
coast to coast journey across England, there is a
multitude of risk factors to consider. The biggest and
by far the scariest belongs to the Queen’s own – the
swan. Idyllic, regal and almost balletic, one may be
fooled into believing that their behaviour might
mirror their appearance. Come mating season, and
upon any perceived threat these beauties can be
something of navigation issue. The hissing and
honking, the hunkering down of the elongated neck and the unmistakeable spike of
the wings. The number one rule in SUP vs swan is that the swan wins. Always. A
wide berth, avoiding eye contact and a quick pace of the paddle is required.
It wasn’t enough for one particular swan in Burnley, and we were subsequently chased
100m down the canal by a swooping, hissing bundle of feathers staking his claim.
Michelle and I had waited for a small window amid a global pandemic to complete
the Desmond Family Canoe Trail. A stretch of water linking the cultural mecca of
Liverpool to the most inland UK port town of Goole. There is only so much that a
two-dimensional map can tell you about its surroundings. It can inform you about
distance, facilities, towns, cities and guide you on the curvature of the canal.
After pouring over maps and Google Earth, we both had developed misconceptions
about the trail. I thought that it would be built up and over-developed, with the
towpath filed with a tide of people. I imagined us hunkering under bridges, being
towered by historic visages of an industrial world and sleeping in the crook of
abandoned buildings. Instead, we found ourselves paddling through golden lily
pads, curtain reeds rustling in the wind, a view out to the undulating hills of the
Pennines. We saw remnants and buildings of a time gone by; duck dived under the
multitude of swing bridges, passed under the arches of more than a hundred bridges
and lit up the hollow belly of tunnels. We passed through cities, towns, villages and
vast countryside. The trail is full of life – it has history and culture of its own.
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Joy and nemesis

Characters

Locks are a feat of engineering brilliance
and ingenuity. We marvelled at the
mechanics and their ability to allow all
manners of craft a freeway to the maze of
busy waterways across the UK. Locks were
both our joy and nemesis. There are 91
locks along the Desmond Trail and
portaging was no easy task.

We met walkers, cyclists, runners and
fishermen on the route. We had a cheeky
chuckle as a distinguished elderly chap
named Henry, who in an attempt to rile the
local authorities, purchased a tub full of
marijuana seeds to distribute along the
grassy verges of the canal. He thought it
would have the bonus of sprucing up the
lives of his fellow pensioners, however, was
slightly disappointed when the crop failed
to come to fruition.

The repetition of unloading, transporting
and reloading our boards in the unusually
hot and humid weather, left us with body
aches, tingly fingers and a few angry
blisters. Strangely the only time Michelle’s
fingers stopped tingling is when she held
her paddle, so much so that she considered
sleeping with it at night. We had the
infamous 16-lock day, followed by the 19lock day. We watched as boats descended
the famous Bingley five-rise locks, the
steepest set of locks in the UK.
We sat and ate our umpteenth tuna wrap
with sun-warmed, congealed cheese at the
picturesque Greenberfield Lock, the highest
lock along the Leeds and Liverpool Canal.
We were a curiosity on the canal. Boards
loaded with bags carrying our shelter, food
and increasingly more fragrant attire for
the journey. Our meandering pace and
upright position meant that we could stop
to chat with the many people who
frequented the canal.

A gentleman called Frank regaled us with
the story of a cow that once took a swim
through the Foulridge Tunnel, a 1,500m
tunnel, which begins the transition from
Lancashire and Yorkshire. The poor bovine
was so distressed that the locals had to
revive it with the local ale once it managed
to pop out the other side.
There is something therapeutic, almost
curative about being active, spending time
on the water and being immersed in
nature. The impact on peoples physical
and mental health and wellbeing is well
documented both anecdotally and through
science. We decided to use this journey to
raise money for Mind. This incredible
charity provides support and advice to
those experiencing mental health issues
and campaigns to raise public awareness
of mental health. Now more than ever,
mental health services require our support.
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BRISTOLTO
LONDON
Words: Henry Thompson
Pics: Henry Thompson &
Adrian Angell

by SUP

Why? Because it’s there. A thin blue line running 257km across the
country from Bristol to London loomed out from the map, and that’s
where the seeds were planted. Lockdown has been challenging, to
varying degrees, and while we would not pretend it has affected us as
bad as some, the positive side effect has been the re-evaluation of goals.
It generated ideas of post lockdown activities and challenges.
As firm believers that the UK in summer cannot be
beaten, we were keen to illustrate just one of the
many adventures the land has to offer without a
significant price tag. There are a few long rivers in
the UK; the Thames is one of them, but what about
going across the country?
We have both been keen paddleboarders for 3-4
years, despising a lazy beach holiday and prefer
paddleboard touring trips in Europe. My fiancé and
I were flying with inflatable paddleboards and
camping gear, spending weeks following a river or
coastline. Jamie spends his time on the south
coast or the Hampshire/Wiltshire rivers. As a result,
we had the right gear to put together a cheap and
straightforward adventure, and hands and bodies
we thought tough enough to last.
The idea was simple, start from Bristol early on a
Wednesday carrying everything on the boards and
see how quickly we could get to London. We knew
we could hit 5km per hour with the kit, and so
planned to sustain 4km per hour throughout, even
with the locks. Water and an occasional coffee were
the only thing we would find, everything else we
carried. The time element meant we committed to
portaging every lock, waiting to go through would
have added 10-20 minutes every time, and 127
locks is a lot. So we travelled as light as possible.
No tent, just bivvy bags and a rain sheet, and a
change of clothes for the evening. We
underestimated the pain of continually lifting big
bags and SUPs out of high pontoons and over
various barriers. It is fair to say the locks are not
set up for it.
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With last minute kit adjustments the night before
and the loads spread, we set off at first light from the
Bristol City centre. A few miles into the trip we had
the only hairy portage on a steep muddy bank, but
the glorious West Country morning and kingfishers
saw us into Bath by midday. Bath from the river is
even more impressive and only on hitting the Kennet
and Avon Canal did we realise the engineering feat it
produced. The 87 miles of the canal was built in
stages to link the towns of Great Bedwyn, Devizes,
Hungerford and Newbury and open trade corridors
before the age of steam trains. As a result, it cuts
through the Wiltshire hills, high above the valley
floor, offering fantastic views into the valleys
themselves and the surrounding countryside.
g

u
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The wind being
predominantly
westerly aided
our course, but
as the canal
weaved its way
any change in
the wind had a
considerable
impact on our
speed.

we thought was novel until we neared
Devizes. In the photos, the Caen Hill locks
look steep, and on the map, they run from
Lock 22 to 44. What that excludes however
are the ‘warm-up’ locks and those hidden by
the false summit. I counted 28 as we
portaged 3km uphill past them, the only
saving grace is we hit it early morning
before the heat.

The Georgian aqueduct at Avoncliffe sees
you cross over the river on a beautiful piece
of architectural engineering and lining the
route is a myriad of narrowboats and craft
of all shapes, sizes and colours. After long
hours of quiet paddling accompanied by
Kingfishers and Herons, the colourful boats
made a welcome change.
Both having spent time as Infantry officers
we were pretty comfortable roughing it, and
it meant we packed light and administered
ourselves pretty quickly. This meant that we
could stop an hour before dark and were
asleep pretty quickly. Hot re-hydrated
meals for breakfast and supper, combined
with continuous snacking through the day,
kept up our energy levels high; frequent
stops for water from lock taps or generous
water giver friends most crucially made sure
we stayed hydrated.

Long, winding canal
With Devizes behind us, it was back to the
long, winding canal dispersed with locks
among some of the hottest days on record,
for the next two days. The wind being
predominantly westerly aided our course,
but as the canal weaved its way any change
in the wind had a considerable impact on
our speed.
Travelling west, we found ourselves faster
than most of the boats on the river over a
day. Faster in the water than the
narrowboats, and white cruisers too were
held up in the locks. This meant we

The bizarre effect of travelling on the Kennet
and Avon Canal is the realisation you are
halfway up a hillside, and pretty high. This
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was busy, but it relieved the mental
boredom of just paddling and everywhere
on the river was an illustration of the UK’s
socio-economic disparity. Inflatable
dinghies or yachts, small houses or luxury
mansions, sublime river banks or muddy
wastelands.

developed a particular affinity with various
boat crews as we overtook and were then
overtaken, some who we later found to have
kindly sponsored our Justgiving page.
The environs of Henley and Shiplake are
worth a trip in their own right to see the
houses and architecture along the banks of
the pristine river. For a hot few nights
camping along the hedgerows we could
have been anywhere in the world,
mosquitos included. As we entered Newbury
and into Reading the environment of the
river changed hugely to a backwater of
human development, but it was reassuring
to see all the young boys and girls out
swimming and jumping from bridges in
groups, rather than hanging around
shopping centres.

Heat rising
As we entered Friday and Saturday, the heat
rose to 30C and 33C, which left us feeling that
our heads had been in the oven all day, but
the wind kept it from becoming too
unbearable. A quick swim every few hours
helped hugely and also lifted morale. From
Henley into Marlow, the constant battle with
early morning rowers highlighted us as the
devil, but with SUP on the rise, it is something
they will have to deal with increasingly.

Passing through Reading, hitting the
Thames after the serenity of the canal was a
shock to the system, as was the Thames
lack of flow. The idea of cruising into London
was quickly dashed. The Thames by nature

The approach into London saw increasing
numbers of paddlers, of all shapes and sizes,
out on the river on a hot day resulting in a
certain amount of collision avoidance to
take place from the small rental powerboats.
Not until Teddington did it dawn on us how
far we had come, and we were desperate for
our trip not to be cut short due to a nasty
incident with a tourist in a yellow rental
boat! Waiting for the tide at Richmond lock
for three hours was the first respite for four
days, but patience is not Jamie’s virtue.
On early signs of the tide turning at 15.00,
we set off at an ever-increasing blistering
rate of speed, covering the last 17 km in 80
minutes. Being met by the respective
families at 17.00 on a hot Sunday afternoon
in London, it seemed we had left weeks ago;
but judging by the handshake and grins
between us, it was clear how happy we were
to have done it.

Passing through
Reading, hitting
the Thames after
the serenity of
the canal was a
shock to the
system, as was
the Thames lack
of flow
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SUP Mag UK’s test station. If you want
your product reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email: tezwoz1@hotmail.co.uk

b o a r d s

Gear shed

On target –
Hypr Hawaii Gun 14’ x 26” Applewood
Review & pics: Tez Plavenieks
The second Gun from Hypr I've tested this time the 14' version
comes in stunning applewood finish which is guaranteed to steal
gazes from the beach, not least because of its design, the fact it's
a hard board and those aesthetics.

Price:

s h e d : h a r d

£2045

kg ie t a r

With this being a Hypr Hawaii board
it'll come as no surprise it likes a
bump. When on a glider you can feel
those unique hull contours come into
play. The 14' accelerates, lifts and
hums along with efficiency. Should
riders find a proper wave, whether
small or medium, dropping in and
sliding liquid walls is effortless.
Zooming along is super fun aboard
the 14' proving you don't need to be a
big wave hunter to enjoy this sled in
the surf.

At 26" wide the 14' is fairly narrow. It looks
like a javelin when observed in profile, it's
pointy nose and needle like tail only adding
to the overall impression.

Info:
www.hyprhawaii.co.uk/stor
e/Boards-c37904097

I said when I tested the brand's 12' version
the name Gun belies just how all round the
board is. Whilst you can use it for charging
monolithic wave monsters it's also perfectly
applicable to flatter water scenarios. And
the 14' version's just the same. Albeit with a
slightly wider turning circle because of its
elongated length.
For any paddler wanting a knife through
butter, flat water cruiser then look no
further. Hypr's Gun doesn't quite have race
SUP performance but it ain't far off, easily
holding its own in choppy or glassy waters.

Back on the flat and there's just enough
stability for touring paddlers to load up a
few essentials and head off on a jaunt.

CONCLUSION
Hypr Hawaii's 14' Gun shows
names, as with board
dimensions, don't always tell
the whole story. Sure,
monstrous swells are on
target with this board (for
those who dare) but it's also a
good fit for real world
paddling scenarios. Efficient
and fun there's a wide scope of
SUP situations the Gun will
fit. Be prepared to own a head
turner if you plump for one,
however, as you'll get lots of
attention!
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Billed as a windfoil/wing foil
crossover board it’s able to be
ridden with straps and without (ala
windSUP foiling); with a wing and
whilst we didn’t get to test in
waves (due to a lack of swell) it’ll
no doubt work as a SUP foil.
The ES version tested here is a tad
heavier than its pro construction
sibling but what you gain is a
board able to fend off scuffs and
not pick up too many unwanted
usage marks. All fixtures and
fittings, as you’d expect from a
premium brand like JP, are top
notch – from the deckpad, to
footstraps and the overall finish,
everything looks snazzy and
polished.

Price:
£1399

Info:
https://jpaustralia.com/p/foilboards/freefoil-2/

CONCLUSION
A brand new, designed from scratch
shape from JP Australia the Free Foil
130L is immense amounts of fun with
emphasis on freeriding,
manoeuvrability and fulfilment.
There’s the right amount of width and
volume to keep everything composed
yet free (if that makes sense) and
progression will be guaranteed,
whether wingin’ or windin’. I wish
there’d have been some wave only
days during testing to check out the
FF’s SUP foil traits, but you can’t have
everything! As foiling continues to
evolve JP’s Free Foil 130L is a board
that’ll take riders to altitude without
issue and allow progression as far as
is wanted.
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Depending what foil you plump
for will see no issues it being
attached to the Free Foil. With
both track and Tuttle options for
connecting you’ll be able to fit
any foil and then tune its centre
of lift to your own required taste
and style. For my money it
worked extremely well with the
newer generation of faster, more
glidey foils. It’s super fun through
manoeuvres and transitions with
the Free Foil remaining dependable
yet nimble.

b o a r d s

On the water the Free Foil’s ample
130L volume gives plenty of float to

get sorted before flight.
Whether getting set for wing
or sail it’s composed at rest
and has plenty of stability –
the FF’s wide diamond tail
helping here. JP have also
slightly drawn out the board’s
length to help with glide
which will benefit newbie
foilers who aren’t used to
pumping. Instead it will glide
up to height with ease allowing
tentative pilots to get
comfortable and progress.
Experienced riders, however, will
still find it very reactive off the
tail – a few short pumps and
you’ll be at altitude.

s h e d : h a r d

Review: Tez Plavenieks Pics: Oli Lane-Pierce
The world of watersports has been drawn ever closer because of
hydrofoils. So much so that ‘boards to play’ can often
encompass a variety of disciplines and allow multiple scenarios
to be efficiently ticked off. SUPM has always given air time to the
diversity and versatility of SUP and with equipment evolving
rapidly we continue to do so here with JP Australia’s Free Foil
130L EPS sled review.

kg ie t a r

Free yourself –
JP Free Foil 130L ES 2020

b o a r d s

Shred it! –
Slingshot Shred Sled 3in1 7’ x 29.9” (76cm) x 143L V1

Price:
£1799

s h e d : h a r d

Info:

kg ie t a r

inboard and forwards. That
way you’ll be comfy as.

Review: Tez Plavenieks, ably assisted Pics: Fi Plavenieks
Slingshot’s Outwit SUP foil range has been well received in
previous seasons, being a decent flight board that more recently
has been doubling as a wing foil sled for many peeps. Replaced
for 2021 in many ways SS’s Shred Sled resembles the Outwit
(especially viewed side on) but with the addition of a windsurf
mast track and a refurbished nose. Now billed as the
brand’s 3in1 multi-tool the Shred Sled is poised to get
you windying, wingin’ and SUPin’ but all with the
flight in mind.

www.slingshotsports.com/
Shred-Sled-V1

We tested the Shred
Sled/Infinity combo (84
and 99 wings) in a variety
of settings across both
wing and wind foil
disciplines and found the
whole thing to be super
easy yet as new school
performance orientated as
you need. If you’ve have
the skills then all manner of
transitions are possible. And
the Shred Sled’s light. It’s not
exactly designed for air time but if
you attach straps for wing foiling
then you can certainly pop
skyward.

Stepping aboard the Shred
Sled at rest the board feels
lively. There’s plenty of
stability but those big rail
chines and tail kick do lend it
a degree of roll. With SS’s
bigger Infinity 99 foil wing
attached the get up and fly
traits of the Shred Sled are
second to none. In fact, it’s
probably one of the earliest to
foil boards we’ve ever used,
helped massively by the Hover
Glide foil. You don’t so much as
pump (wing, sail or foil) as you
don’t need to. With the barest of
momentum, a little weighting of
the tail, you’re up and foiling. Just
remember to stand upright,

As an added bit of fact finding we
used had our young tester to help
out. He found the Shred Sled to be
a fun and capable board for surfing
small wavelets. It may even may a
decent parallel rail surf SUP, but
that’s a TBC. Basically, if you want
some fun on the water and a toy all
the family can play with then this
could be it. Just because the word
foil is mentioned doesn’t mean you
have to go this route every session…

CONCLUSION
Slingshot deliver a very
modern take on the multiple
discipline board with a super
direct foiling feel platform
once in flight. It’s an early
lifting machine, there’s no
doubt, and wingers and wind
foilers will have immense fun
either booting back and forth
or chucking in a few moves.
Unfortunately we didn’t get to
throw the Shred Sled at proper
waves as Momma Nature
wasn’t playing ball during
testing. That said we’ve no
doubt it’d fayre well here also.
Our young helper reckons it’s
awesome – what more
recommendation do you
need?
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Fatstick have played a blinder
getting local Bournemouth shaper
HUX to sculpt the board. Rather
than simply take a punt with an
off the shelf shape the 7'6 has
well laid out geometry and
premium looking aesthetics.
In the water its generous 30' width
and ample 130L volume give
decent float for even heavyweights
looking to wing or SUP foil. Choppy
waters are no match as it retains
composure as riders sort
themselves out when in wing
mode. Whilst being a compact
shape the FS has a little more
length than some which aids glide
- great for anyone learning the
ways of the foil and not used to
pumping.

Price:
Foil board and foil package
£1399

Info:
https://fatstickboards.com
/shop/foil-board-with-foilpackage/

CONCLUSION
All in FS' 7'6 wing/SUP foil set up is a
great start in the world of foiling. The
board's a winner for beginners,
improvers, heavyweights and those
looking for uber light wind
performance. The accompanying
foil's pretty good and both look great.
If you're fancying a stab at the art of
flight then this combo wouldn't be a
bad place to get involved.
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Fatstick's accompanying foil
boasts a fairly large front wing
which creates decent enough lift.
Its rear stab wing allows plenty
of pumping leverage and the
long fuse helps control pitch. At
time of testing the foil was
equipped with a 60cm foil mast,
which is fine for SUP foiling but
with not enough leeway for
winging. Fatstick has since acted
on this feedback and will be
supplying with a longer version in the
future we understand.

b o a r d s

At altitude Fatstick's 7'6 is rock
steady Eddy with no bad manners.
Even the additional length doesn't add much
in the way of swing weight, which will help

build rider confidence.
With a clutterless deck
(sans footstraps) riders
can shuffle their
tootsie's about to
locate their optimum
stance. All the while
the platform doesn't
deviate from its course
– in fact, you could
have a little dance and
the 7’6 not be affected!
In transitions it's
manners too are
impeccable so learning
gybes, for instance, is certainly
doable. Should anyone want to
add footstraps at a later date, for
a more locked in feel (this isn't
an air time sled!), then feel free.

s h e d : h a r d

Review & pics: Tez Plavenieks
Whilst not quite a prototype Fatstick's new SUP foil/wing foil
board was hot off the press and straight to me for testing. As
someone with extensive foiling experience, and with a long time
relationship to FS (plus living in close proximity to the brand's
Hayling annexe), I was given the sled and foil for a first run which I appreciate muchly.

kg ie t a r

Flight ‘stick –
Fatstick foil board 7’6 x 30” x 130L and foil

throttle control and Lithium Ion battery are
both easy to connect/pair and get you set for
flight. In fact, the whole set up is about as
plug and play as you can want. As long as
both the battery and trigger are charged, the
leads are connected correctly and the deck
hatch sealed then riders are good to go.

Full throttle! –
McConks electric hydrofoil combo

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

Review: Tez Plavenieks Pics: Oli Lane-pierce
They’re no two ways about it: electric hydrofoils are currently
pricey items. With only a handful of brands in existence it’s a
niche market, within a niche, making even obtaining a demo
hard to come by.

Then next step is figuring out the throttle
control – this the key to having a good
experience. In this instance understanding the
sequence you have to press buttons and
squeeze triggers
to access the
three phase
speed control interface
is important. Setting one will
see you able to ramp up to 100% whereas
setting two and three were set at 30% and
70%. Due to being so sensitive if you try and
go with setting one from the off you’ll simply
boost skywards out of the water. Much better
practise is using setting two and getting a feel
for the throttle and how the foil/board reacts.

Price:
On asking

Info:
https://mcconks.com/

At 90kg I certainly wasn’t foiling at 30% but
there’s enough momentum to provide stability
for shuffling to knees and then feet for nonfoiling runs. I then upped the ante to 70% and
with a little pump of the legs was in flight. I’ve
had considerable foiling experience across
multiple disciplines which means there was no
issue sustaining ride height and hovering.
Non-foilers will perhaps need more time
getting those foiling skills dialled – but it’s
certainly doable. Just remember to keep in
mind the throttle at all time. E.g. if you simply
trigger off at height the foil cuts out and you
crash…hard! It’s a necessary safety
mechanism and means your eFoil won’t blast
off into the distance. Comedy bails will ensue
though!

I’m super humbled every time a brand passes
me a prototype product to test. In this case:
McConks. Dabbling with an eFoil may seem
out of context with the Cotswolds based
inflatable SUP company but look beneath the
surface and you’ll discover a whole load of
innovation and evolution.
Coming in full carbon, both compact board
and foil are hard wearing, robust and fit for
purpose. Out the box both bits of kit look well
made ready to get wet. The Bluetooth
connectivity enhanced handheld trigger

CONCLUSION
For a first run at eFoiling
McConks’ prototype delivered.
There was a bit of faffing at
the start with its controller
and figuring that out. Once
sorted, however, happy days.
Utilising the three speed presets yielded best results.
Other riders can tweak
according to their weight and
experience. All in this was
great fun and a privelage to be
able to play with. Flat days
will never be the same…
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As usual O’Shea’s fixtures and
fittings are all top notch with not a
seam or Dropstitch out of place. The
accompanying fin’s easy to slot in
and inflating the board to its
recommended PSI is no issue. That
said, if you’re feeling lazy, a nice
trait with the 10’6 is it can be used
as an efficient iSUP at lower air
pressures (13-15 PSI). We tested this
during the review period. There’s
certainly no question that more air
is better but those quad stringers do
seem to do their job with a softer
board – the 10’6 doesn’t simply turn
into a banana. It retains its shape and
is perfectly applicable of all manner of
SUP shenanigans.

Price:
£549

Info:
https://osheasup.com/
106qsx/

CONCLUSION
O’Shea’s 10’6 QSx enabled inflatable
stand up paddle board is another
example of a quality air machine
from the North Wales based brand.
With plenty of modern features
packed in, yet still remaining bang
on target for the recreational
sweeper, it’s a board that’ll deliver
fun and functionality in buckets. A
premium product without the
premium price…
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Another nice feature of the O’Shea is its
slightly drawn out nose. In days past this style
of board featured a more rounded front which
tends to push water as opposed to cut through
it. The 10’6 reviewed here instead has more
efficiency in a straight light thereby delivering
better glide and tracking. This means paddlers
will actually get to their destination without
too much issue and too much bodily strain.
Back to the construction O’Shea employ
1000D PVC with a double rail lap. This
transfers to an extremely hard wearing
and durable product that’ll stand the
test of time. If you have kids, for
instance, then there’s no issue them
jumping all over it and using in a
way only kids do. Parents need not
be concerned the board will fail.
Likewise, if you’re planning on
getting up close and personal with
rocks and reef then have no fear.
Whilst you always need to be a tad
careful nook and cranny
investigations from atop the 10’6
O’Shea are certainly applicable.
Basically, whatever kind of
application you have in mind for this
inflatable you’ll be well serviced.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Review & pics: Tez Plavenieks, ably assisted.
This is the second time we’ve tested an O’Shea inflatable stand up
paddle featuring the brand’s QSx (quad stringer technology). The
10’6 reviewed here has two stiffening stringers on the deck and hull
which increases rigidity, doesn’t add unnecessary weight and won’t
affect the overall price too much. In fact, the light feeling nature of
O’Shea’s iSUPs continue with their latest batch of stand up paddle
sleds being super feather esque – great for all paddlers. To
prove this further our little test team helper could easily lift
the 10’6, and he’s only three years old! If that doesn’t tell
you something then we don’t know what does…

kg ie t a r

Family favourite –
O’Shea 10’6 x 33” x 290L QSx

Ease a big ‘un –
Zeeko Ypsilon 8m wing

Dependable/reliable –
Redwoodpaddle 80% carbon/glass
Vario adjustable paddle

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

http://zeeko-kites.com/gb
Review & pics: Tez Plavenieks
Coming in hot off the back of last issue’ Zeeko Ypsilon 6m
wing review the 8m – a perceived huge one – is ready to get
foilers flying in minimal puffs and/or heavy weights riding
without compromise. Whilst I did use the 8m in foil mode
Zeeko’s claim of the Ypsilon being super light for its size, and
therefore simple to pilot, needed putting to the test. Roping in
a friend – Oli Lane-Pierce – who has the bare minimum of
wind/SUP experience would see to this.

https://redwoodpaddle.com/gb

The 8m is super compact for its per square meterage. It’s also
extremely balanced – something you can feel as it floats,
inflated, off one finger on the beach. The Ypsilon’s anhedral
gives very low roll properties which is great for wave winging
with the 8m held in neutral. For our test subject this was also
welcome as getting the Ypsilon into position was no trouble.
Redwoodpaddle’s Vario carbon adjustable SUP paddle
landed by surprise with us. Surprise in that we weren’t
expecting it to be so good. Having been put through its paces
over the course of multiple sessions, however, we came to
rely on it for various SUP scenarios.

I gave Oli the least information I could with the idea being to see
if he could wing intuitively. Low and and behold that indeed
happened. After a few short knee runs getting used to the wing
he was up on his feet with the 8m pulling him along comfortably.
There’s been a fair bit made about wing SUP and not needing
to foil with these things. That certainly proved to be the case
here with Oli. The Ypsilon’s middle Y shaped strut (hence the
name) provides a dependable edge to pull against. But it’s the
wings ability to self-right and therefore not be at the mercy of
correct sheeting angles which makes it truly user friendly.
Riders with little to no experience will therefore be able to use a
wing like this and learn the ways of wing SUP. Then, if foiling is
a preferred route, off they go to flight school.

Its adjustable components are lock stock steady with no
movement during use – always encouraging when your
‘engine’s’ being made to perform! But more than that we found
it suited differing paddle scenarios making it highly versatile.
There’s not too much flex in the shaft during each stroke with it
being quite stiff. But equally there’s enough forgiveness with it
not being too demanding on the rider’s body. Nobody wants
aching muscles and joints.

Back in wing foil mode and there’s decent low end grunt to lift
riders like me (90kg) into the air. The Ypsilon’s compact design
allows for wing tip clearance and even at 8 square metres
manoeuvres and transitions are a doddle. It also has impressive
range being versatile and useable up to around 25 knots.

A comfortable handle grip fits snuggly in your palm which
means no hand fatigue. It catches fluidly and doesn’t twitch
during the power part of each stroke. You can hammer down, if
the mood takes, and be delivered a swift and efficient forwards
momentum. For the affordable price RWP’s Vario paddle is it
feels like a higher spec model in terms of what you get
performance wise.

CONCLUSION
Thanks to our subject’s willingness to get stuck in you can see that
any newbie wing SUPer will be perfectly able to nail those first
rides, whether having prior wind experience or not. Balanced and
extremely light for its size the 8m is as effortless as can be to fly
relative to the wing’s overall square meterage and shape. The
unique Y middle strut lends rigidity and stability to the wing
making uber light air wave rides fun. There’s also the ability to
attach a harness line if you wish.
Last word’s to Oli: ‘As a complete amateur I must say the 8m felt
very natural and easy to use. I really like it.’

On top of the above it’s a robust and durable product that
stands up to knocks and bangs which can sometimes occur
during stand up paddle boarding sessions. Riders will really
appreciate the Vario’s feel when in tough environments where
perhaps heavy chop and/or surf come into play. It holds its
own, has a balanced swing weight for wrap around transitions
and remains dependable throughout.

CONCLUSION

Price: 969 Euros

Without really focusing in on what the Vario was beforehand we
were pleasantly surprised to find a mid-range paddle that feels
twice the ‘engine’ it actually is. As we’ve said time and again, high
performance SUP paddles don’t need to be 100% carbon affairs
and this proves it. With a mix of fibreglass and carbon it’s a
halfway house between flexibility and stiffness which many riders
will find favour with. The blade is powerful enough yet remains
flicky and manoeuvrable, translating to easy surfing and hammer
down flat water sweeping. Alternatively keep it mellow and you’ll
still have an efficient power source for less hectic SUP days.

http://zeeko-kites.com/gb/all-the-products/503-ypsilonv1.html#/couleur-wing_v1_c01/harness_line-no/surface-8m

Price: 169 Euro
https://redwoodpaddle.com/gb/adjustable-paddles/455-playervario-paddle-color.html
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There is a vast array of tools, as well as the ones we’re interested
in such as the watersport apps of SUP, kayaking and canoeing,
together with running, walking, hiking, biking, swimming and so
on. The list of activities seem almost endless, and you can add
and delete as required.

w w w. g a r m i n . c o m /

The wrist-mounted heart rate monitor is as good as anything
that I’ve come across in smartwatches, including Apple and
Polar. The watch has to be tight with little slippage if it is to be
accurate, and that’s where the silicone strap comes in useful;
skin contact is more secure. So keen SUPers should be more than
satisfied. The large 51mm screen makes it easy to absorb plenty
of information, quickly and easily.

It’s one of the most comprehensive fitness-tracking watches
money can buy, with boat-controlling thrown in if you have the
money for such extravagance. I don’t have a yacht or motorboat,
but I can reliably inform you this watch can almost take complete
control of operations, as Garmin puts it: a co-captain.
It looks very classy with its brushed titanium facia and bracelet,
delivering a high-end look without being too much in your face.
People will notice it and comment, in a positive way.
It comes in the box with the titanium strap attached. However, for
me, it’s the bright blue silicone band that I’ll be wearing for any
outdoor activity. I find it more comfortable and give better results
when out and about, as the watch does have to be firmly
attached to the wrist for items such as the wrist-mounted heart
rate monitor to work best, let’s call it action mode.
For going out for a meal, switch to the more expensive looking
titanium, let’s call it restaurant mode, and you have the best of
both worlds. With the quick-release bands on both straps, it
couldn’t be simpler and takes seconds.

As I say, I’ve owned a Fenix-3 with the scratch-resistant and extra
tough Sapphire glass cover. The Quatix 6x Solar has to reject the
benefits of the Sapphire glass due to the battery-preserving
power glass, so you’ll to treat it with care or risk picking up
scratches. Garmin has opted for the sunlight-visible, transflective
memory-in-pixel LCD, which lacks punchy colours, but makes up
for it by reflecting light at you. So that’s the well-received first
impressions out of the box, based on its looks and appearance.
The Quatix 6x Solar isn’t a touchscreen, and instead, it’s five buttons
– three on the left and two on the right. Now that may sound fiddly,
but believe me, after a few days, they become second nature to
operate, and they’re much better than touchscreen when things
become sweaty and on and in the water.
As a smartwatch, it gives many alternate watch faces to choose
from and with the help of Garmin’s Connect IQ online store, you
have access to many more. I chose the Fusion face, as it matched
what I was looking for. You also can make your own from scratch.
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Pairing your mobile phone to your phone opens up a world of
entertainment and in-depth analysis of everything you’ve done
whilst worn the watch.
Smartwatches have a limited amount of battery life, especially
when running GPS, where as in the day, they lasted only a few
hours between charges. However, the Quatix 6x Solar, which
expands on the original Quatix 6x by adding a solar charging
display that helps extend the battery life. The charging panel is
located in the watches display and completely transparent but
given enough sunlight, it can extend the battery life by ten days
from the average 14 days. This depends upon the amount of sun,
the panel collects, and that could be a little on the short side in the
winter, but it is a beneficial addition in the summer.

CONCLUSION

The bad news is, and it is the only bad news in this review, is the
price of almost £1,000. That makes it one of the most expensive
offerings around, so is it worth the extra money?
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I say that with complete confidence as the watch comes with a
bewildering array of navigation tools. You can save your
location, navigate to destinations and points of interest, create
and follow courses, maps, compasses and barometers and I
could go on, but you'll never be lost again.

k

There can be a tendency for this type of watch to overwhelm the
wearer with information. However, if you choose wisely what you
wish to see and ignore the rest, then you’re onto a sure-fire winner
with the Quatix 6x Solar. The looks, the apps, the build quality, the
display, marine qualities and the longevity of the battery, makes
for an outstanding piece of tech, that will improve your fitness all
round. All I need now is that super cruiser, and I’ll be able to put it
through its marine paces. So when we sell a million SUP Mag UKs
next month, or when I win the lottery, then we will deal with that. In
the meantime, I’m just going to love using this watch.
Price: £975.00

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

Review & pics: Peter Tranter
I’ve had a Garmin Fenix-3 for quite a few years now, and it’s
fair to say I absolutely love it, even if you do have to wear a
chest strap for heart rate and all the info that results. So, when
Garmin sent their sparking new Quatix 6x Solar, I was very
eager to set it through its paces.

The other built-in apps are just as good. There’s the solar
intensity monitor, weather tracking, music controls and room for
up to 2,000 tracks (32GB) or sync with Spotify, Deezer, etc. Pair
your Bluetooth headphones, and you do not need to take your
phone anywhere, on any activity.

kg ie t a r

Fire up the Quatix! –
Garmin Quatix 6x Solar watch

Silence is golden –
Red Original Silent Air Remover

w w w.v i v o b a re fo o t . c o m / u k

https://redoriginal.com

P

Review & pics: Darren Farrar, Dale Mears @StandUpPaddleUK
So a couple of weeks ago @StandUpPaddleUK did an ‘out the
box’ review of the new ESC Tempest. Darren and Dale have
been using these in various scenarios, but they wanted to
see how well they integrated with the use on a paddleboard.
DF: I expected super grippy through all motions of the paddle and
stroke, and that was confirmed! The orientation of the sole
provides a sure footing when pressed against the deck pad. I also
found them to be snug and comfortable while on the board, as we
all sometimes know when you’re standing for long periods the
soles of your feet can get quite sore, I didn’t find that with these.
DM: Once on the board, although having quite a big sole on the
boot and a lot of grip it feels as if you are not wearing a shoe, it
feels very natural, and there is a good connection between you
and the board. The first time out I was generally messing around
with friends and everything just felt so grippy and natural. Having
since been out a few times on my tourer the experience is the
same, significant contact with your board that you don’t get from
wearing trainers on a board or a thicker boot.

Review & pics: Darren Farrar @StandUpPaddleUK
I have a bit of a crowd divider – the Red Original Air Removal
Silencer. Gimmick or valuable tool?

DF: Surprisingly quite comfortable for a minimal shoe. I wore
them around St. Ives town, walking about six miles, and they were
good. No discomfort on the board either.

I’ve always been on the side of, “It’s just air coming out of the
board, so what if it’s loud for a couple of seconds,” and I believe
many would probably agree.

DM: Fit wise they come up tight, now let me explain why the tight
part comes from putting them on and is due to the lack of stretch
in the material sock due to a polymer band which sits across the
top of the foot. Once on this does not bother you and helps keep
the shoe tight on your foot and in place. A few times, I have
questioned what would happen if this band was removed? Well,
honestly I think the shoe would be easier to get on but would also
be more likely to slip and possibly come loose, which you would
not want. This is not a discomfort but very different from wearing
a regular shoe/boot. After a while, this feels pretty normal, and
you get used to it.

Red Original says,“The Silent Air Remover reduces the sound of a
board inflated to 18psi from over 130 decibels at initial
valve depression to less than 80 decibels. That is the equivalent of a
jet taking off in comparison to background noise in a restaurant.”
I deliberately tested the Air Remover in my car park. I live in
apartments, where any form of noise is complained about! So
really, a good place to test it.
I set up my board to 15.5/16psi. A standard running pressure.
As you’ll see on the video review (coming up shortly on
@StandUpPaddleUK Instagram IGTV) I set up the air remover
(AR) on the rear and central valves, then using the ‘traditional’
press down without the AR.

CONCLUSION
DF: Retailing at £170, they are on the expensive side, but given that
they are a multi-use piece of footwear, it does justify the cost.
DM: I rate these shoes both on the water and off and will
undoubtedly be wearing them a lot. Vivobarefoot have a 100 days
program where they ask you to try it for a while to make your
decision. The price tag is high. Still, the reasons for this are the
manufacturing that goes into the shoe. It’s made with new
materials such as bloom and recycled polymers, and the parts
which are not sustainable are built well and to last such as the
Michelin rubber on the sole. Price: £34.95

Rear Valve – 72db Max with the AR
Central Valve – 105db without the AR
Rear Valve – 114db without the AR
For the rear valve, that’s over 40db difference with the use of
the silencer, which may not sound like much but audibly it
really is when you’re outside.
The above are all opinions of course, but as a person who has
been shouted, for unleashing my board air into the atmosphere
by a river dog walker, I do feel it has its place and I’ll be keeping
it in my bag. Maybe a bit on the expensive side, but, it is the
only tool of its type as it stands. We would welcome any other
brands making such tools to compare them.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

Feel the grip –
Vivobarefoot ESC Tempest shoe

CONCLUSION
Assess your paddle needs.
Definitely valuable if you
live in built up areas or
paddle in crowded places
with kids or dogs.
Price: £34.95
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Mortality
By Darren Clarkson-King

Mike Shoreman interview
By SarahThornely

Generation Sea: Plastic Protest
Clear access, clear waters
New Paddles Up website
Testing, testing
Building stronger watersport communities
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